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Abstract

The growing interest in video communication in areas such as education, entertain

ment, and business (videoconferencing) makes video compression an inexhaustible 

research topic. The greater the prior knowledge of objects there is in the image ex

plored, the less the amount of information to be transmitted. Model-based coding 

is just one instance of this principle, which has attracted many researchers both in 

computer vision and in computer graphics, to attempt to build a framework, espe

cially for the human face. After a decade of efforts, it is still a challenging research 

topic. The primary difficulties are: (1) how to model a face automatically, (2) how 

to model and track the expressions accurately, and (3) how to make the synthesized 

face look realistic.

In this thesis, four new approaches to deal with the above three issues are proposed. 

They are: (1) Automatic face modeling based on two views of a face: unlike the tra

ditional methods of using the laser scanner and the techniques of shape from shading 

or shape from contour, a new approach to automatically generate a 3D facial model 

is presented, in which an individual 3D facial model is constructed by fitting a generic 

head model to front and side views of a person’s head. (2) Facial feature shape de

tection: a color-based deformable template feature detection with active tracking is 

proposed. The method is the first attempt to incorporate the facial feature detection 

with tracking by an active camera. (3) Physics-based coarse-to-fine model adapta

tion: an energy minimization adaptation method is proposed for tracking the facial 

expression accurately. There are two steps consisting of physics-based dynamic mesh 

matching and energy-oriented mesh fitting. This method overcomes the convergence 

problem of the numerical solution for the elastic motion. (4) Active texture detection, 

compression, and synthesis for producing a realistic face: a partial active texture up
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date scheme is proposed, which deals with not only the facial organ features, but also 

the facial wrinkles. It efficiently reduces the computation load and the bit cost in 

transmission. The life-like face is synthesized using a new temporal-spatial blending 

technique. The feasibility and advantage of the proposed work axe demonstrated by 

video sequences.
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The human face is interesting and challenging because of its familiarity and 
diversity. People can recognize a face from vast universe of similar faces and are 

able to detect very subtle changes in facial expression. These skills are learned early 
in life, and they rapidly develop into major channel of communication.

- Frederic I. Parke and Keith Waters
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

The concept of video communications has been established for many years. Recent 

technological developments have made it possible to provide the new video communi

cation services to the consumer at home, in applications such as education, shopping, 

and entertainment. There is very little doubt that video communication will be a 

major communication tool in the 21st century.

With the expected growing demand for video communication services, data commu

nication techniques axe becoming increasingly important. Because in a video commu

nication service, the transmission of image sequences contains the most information, 

compressing this type of data receives the most attention, and therefore is also the 

background of this thesis.

Traditionally, the most commonly used coding techniques generally remove the tem

poral and spatial redundancy. Motion in the image sequence is estimated by the 

block-based motion estimation or optical-flow-based motion tracking. Images, how

ever, are two-dimensional projections of the 3-D world. Changes in an image sequence 

are caused by changes within this 3-D world — such as object movements or camera 

movements. Thus, the changes in the image sequence can then best be predicted by 

describing the changes in the 3-D world. This philosophy has led to the introduction

1
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of a new image sequence coding technique, called 3-D model-based coding. One de

velopment of this idea is currently known as analysis-synt hesis coding. The interest 

in this coding scheme has been strengthened by ISO/IEC-JTC1/SC291, known as 

MPEG4-SNHC (synthetic/nature hybrid coding) [61].

1.1 Principle of analysis and synthesis coding

Within the analysis-synthesis coding principle, an image is viewed as a 2-D projection 

of the 3-D world, instead of as a statistical signal. Using this point of view, the redun

dancy in the image sequence can be significantly reduced: If we know that there is an 

object in the scene, and if the shape and color (texture) of such an object have been 

determined, it is sufficient to describe these properties once. The repeated coding of 

shape and color details would be redundant, at least as long as they remain unchanged.

This is where the principle of analysis-synthesis coding comes in: On the trans

mitter side, a 3-D model (shape and color) is constructed and adapted to the object 

in the corresponding input image sequence, and transmitted once. During the scene, 

only the dynamic model parameters such as 3-D motion parameters or illumination 

parameters are transmitted, and if necessary, the parameters describing object de

formation are also transmitted. On the basis of this information and the knowledge 

about the model, the scene can be completely reconstructed on the receiver side. This 

sounds logical and easy to do. However, the first difficult task to be encountered is 

the construction of a 3-D model from 2-D image data. To date, modeling an arbitrary 

shape of an object is too complicated to be used, and hence prior knowledge must 

be involved. Having more knowledge about the scene, in most cases, increases the 

accuracy of the object’s model, and consequently the input images can be predicted

1IS0/IEC-JTC1/SC29 stands for International Organization for Standardization/International 
Electritechnicai Commission/Joint Technical Committee 1/Scientific Committee 29

2
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more accurately. For some applications, the type of images is indeed restricted. In 

the videophone situation, for example, the face of the speaker will always be visible, 

thus the major object to be modeled is the face.

The structure of an analysis-synthesis transmission system is depicted in Figure 1.1.

On the transmitter side, image analysis methods are applied to the incoming image 

sequence in order to extract specific data — such as object description parameters, 

motion parameters. The analyzed parameters are then transmitted to the receiver 

side, where they are used to control the reverse process, i.e., the reconstruction of 

realistic images.

Relying on more prior knowledge about a scene, however, will restrict the type of 

images to which this coding scheme can be applied. To be able to code images from 

arbitrary sources, this restriction must be removed. A practical solution is to use a 

Synthetic/Natural Hybrid Coding (SNHC) formed within MPEG-4, which combines 

the advantages of both 3-D model based coding and hybrid waveform coding. Re

cently, research on MPEG4-SNHC [13, 1, 5] has been intensified into the aspects of 

scalable texture coding, animation, and model based coding on body and face models, 

image analysis and synthesis, object modeling, and 3D model compression.

1.2 Synthetic/N atural Hybrid Coding (SNHC) within  
M PEG-4

The recent MPEG-4 standard [65] opens new frontiers in the way users will play with, 

create, re-use, access, and consume audiovisual content. The MPEG-4 object-based 

representation approach, where a scene is modeled as a composition of objects — 

both natural and synthetic — with which the user may interact, is at the heart of the

3
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Figure 1.1: An example of a MPEG-4 (SNHC) implementation 

MPEG-4 technology [34, 88].

MPEG-4 follows an object-based representation approach where an audiovisual scene 

is coded as a composition of objects, natural as well as synthetic, providing the first 

powerful hybrid playground. The objective of MPEG-4 is to provide an audiovisual 

representation standard supporting new ways of communication, access, and inter

action with digital audiovisual data, and offering a common technical solution to 

various service paradigms — telecommunications, broadcast, and interactive — be

tween which the borders are disappearing. MPEG-4 will supply an answer to the 

emerging needs of application fields such as video on the Internet, multimedia broad

casting, content-based audiovisual database access, games, audiovisual home editing, 

advanced audiovisual communications (notably over mobile networks), tele-shopping, 

and remote monitoring and control.

MPEG-4 is an object-based multimedia compression standard, which allows for en

coding of different audio-visual objects (AVO) in a scene, independently. The visual 

objects may have natural or synthetic content, including arbitrary shape video ob

jects; special synthetic objects such as human face and body; and generic 2-D/3-D 

objects composed of primitives such as rectangles, spheres, or indexed face sets, which
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define an object surface by means of vertices and surface patches. The synthetic vi

sual objects are animated by transforms and special purpose animation techniques, 

such as face/body animation and 2D-mesh animation.

MPEG-4 foresees that “talking head model” will serve an important role in future 

customer service applications. For example, a customized agent model can be de

fined for games or web-based customer service applications. To this effect, MPEG-4 

enables integration of face animation with multimedia communications and presenta

tions, and allows face animation over low bit-rate communication channels, for point 

to point as well as multi-point connections with low delay.

Specifying and animating 3D face models, compressing facial animation parameters, 

and integrating face animation with TTS (text-to-speech interface) axe the major 

contents in SNHC for face animation of MPEG-4. MPEG-4 specifies a face model in 

its neutral state, a number of feature points on this neutral face as reference points, 

and a set of face animation parameters (FAPs) — each corresponding to a particular 

facial action deforming a face model in its neutral state. Deforming a neutral face 

model according to some specified FAP values at each time instant generates a facial 

animation sequence. The FAP value for a particular FAP indicates the magnitude of 

the corresponding action, e.g., a big versus a small smile or deformation of a mouth 

comer. For an MPEG-4 terminal to interpret the FAP values using its face model, 

it has to have predefined model-specific animation rules to produce the facial action 

corresponding to each FAP. The terminal can either use its own animation rules or 

download a face model and the associated face animation tables (FAT) to produce 

a customized animation behavior. Since the FAPs are required to animate faces of 

different sizes and proportions, their values axe defined in face animation parameter 

units (FAPUs). The FAPUs are computed from spatial distances between major fa

cial features on the model in its neutral state.
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SNHC-MPEG4 adopts a model-based approach that allows user-defined facial models 

to communicate with each other without requiring the standardization of a common 

facial model. The result of this approach is the definition of 68 face animation pa

rameters as the basic data set that must be supported by all MPEG-4 face decoders. 

Among the 68 FAPs, two axe high-level parameters (visual phoneme — viseme — and 

expression), and the others axe low-level parameters that describe the movements of 

facial features defined over jaw, lips, eyes, mouth, nose, cheek, etc. Unlike the low- 

level parameters, the viseme and expression parameters describe facial movements 

at an abstract level, and each is a compound parameter consisting of multiple sub

parameters.

Synthetic/Natural Hybrid Coding (SNHC), formed within MPEG-4, is the integra

tion of various multimedia data types into a single representation and presentation 

environment. It efficiently represents a number of data types, such as: (1) Video 

ranging from very low bit-rate to very high quality conditions, (2) Generic dynamic 

3-D objects, as well as specific objects such as human faces and bodies, (3) Text 

and graphics. A major difference from previous audiovisual standards, at the basis 

of the new functionalities, is the object-based audiovisual representation model that 

underpins MPEG-4.

It is important to note that MPEG-4 only specifies the decoding of compliant bit 

streams in an MPEG-4 terminal. The encoders possess a laxge degree of freedom in 

how to generate MPEG-4 compliant bit streams. Because MPEG-4 does not specify 

any algorithms for facial feature detection, motion parameter estimation, adaptation 

of a model to the feature point locations, a retd application system is fax from the 

target at the current stage. This, therefore, motivates us to investigate the problems 

that standards cannot solve, and directs us toward the realization of a real 3D model
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based coding system, which demonstrates highly realistic quality while keeping very 

low bit-rate transmission.

1.3 Thesis overview

The goal of this thesis is to address the issue of generating the realistic facial expres

sions from real video sequences for very low bit-rate model-based coding.

Model-based coding, within Synthetic/Natural Hybrid Coding, is a typical merger 

of the fields of Computer Vision, Computer Graphics, and Image Coding. Explicitly 

stated, it is the ability to understand the image contents (Computer Vision), which 

axe represented in the most efficient way (Image Coding), and used to drive a graph

ical reconstruction of the input images (Computer Graphics). Although all of these 

aspects play an important paxt in the success of realistic facial expression generation, 

the ability to understand the image contents (and coupled with that the derivation 

of the description of the object’s model from 2-D images) is a premise of its success, 

which is lacking in the MPEG4-SNHC standards.

The current development of very low bit-rate model-based coding is far from ideal, as 

reported by many research groups of MPEG-4, especially on the subjective quality: 

less realistic. The current methods of synthesis of face expressions are mainly based 

on the Face Action Coding System (FACS) [20, 21], which was the psychological dis

covery of face expression generation. It has been shown to have difficulty producing 

a large variety of complicated facial expressions [25], especially in the area of facial 

wrinkles. Therefore, in the development of model-based coding to date, the most 

challenging problems are still in that of automatic face modeling and realistic facial 

expression reproduction. In this thesis, we address the core problem of how to produce 

an active virtual face to faithfully mimic real human actions without loss of fidelity in
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the condition of only two-dimensional visual image input. This challenging problem 

is divided into several sub-problems, which become the focus of this thesis: individual 

face modeling; motion parameter estimation with active tracking; face model adap

tation; and active texture extraction, compression, update and synthesis. The whole 

system that we have developed is shown in Figure 1.2.

In the encoding side, there are three major modules for video analysis to produce

DISPLAY

Capture local active texture

•12)

active
texture

Setup Stage (tmt1altzarton):*(l)3D (ace model (modeling) *(2)transform matrix *(3)lnldal frame face texture

Mapping
Decode

Deform model 
for animation

Whole face

synthesis

Coding transform 
coefficients of 
active tcctures

Coding geometric 
animation

Face model adaptation 
(coarse-to-fine two steps)

Fiducial points detection 
with active face tracking

Normalize face texture
Obtain the local texture of interests

Figure 1.2: Flow chart of the system composition

the animation and texture parameters. These axe: (1) a module of off-line setup for 

an individual head model generation, texture base (i.e., transform matrix) genera

tion for K-L transformation, and an initial frame texture setup in both sides, (2) a 

module of motion parameter estimation with active tracking for model adaptation, 

and (3) a module of the active texture detection and compression. In the setup stage, 

an individual 3D face model is constructed from 2D face images. The off-line setup 

starts before a real communication begins. A transform matrix is formed in this stage 

for active texture compression using K-L (Karhunen-Loeve) transformation, an initial 

face texture corresponding to the natural expression of the person is stored in both 

sides as the common knowledge. After the system setup, the real video sequence is 

input into the system and the geometric animation parameters are estimated by the
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facial feature detection and facial model adaptation. The face model is fitted onto 

the face with an active tracking through the real video sequence. The extracted facial 

motion parameters can be encoded using the “PCA+DCT” method (principal com

ponent analysis and discrete cosine transform) recommended by the MPEG4-SNHC. 

The dynamic extraction of facial active textures including the expressive wrinkles 

are performed in the mean time, and the local active texture is then encoded with 

the principal component analysis method. These two types of video codes are the 

necessary information that needs be transmitted or stored eventually.

In the decoding side, the decoded motion parameters are used to deform the pre

stored individual facial model to achieve an animation. In the mean time, the active 

textures are rendered on the initial frame textures to synthesize the whole face texture, 

and finally mapped onto the animated facial model to generate a realistic appearance 

of the facial expressions.

1 .3 .1  P rob lem s ad dressed

In this thesis, the first problem addressed is the creation of a 3-D facial model from

2-D images. An efficient approach to reconstruct a 3-D face model is presented. In 

order to accomplish this task successfully, a generic model is assumed available. We 

further study the automatic acquisition of the shape of an individual face in the scene, 

given a generic model and 2-D images from multiple views. We chose two-views face 

images as the input; 3-D information is derived from the two 2-D planes in orthogonal 

views. This simple and efficient method performs well in achieving the automatic face 

modeling. Notice that this 3D face modeling procedure works off-line, in other words, 

the individual face model must be built before the communication starts. This is the 

first constraint that we imposed in our system.
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The second problem addressed is the facial feature extraction and motion param

eter estimation with active tracking through the real video sequences. Combining the 

active tracking with local facial feature extraction results in a more robust estimation 

of the feature points. The feature detection takes place as the basis of a characteristic 

description of the region of interests in the 2-D images. A two-steps region growing 

and a color-based deformable template are the major approaches to achieve this task.

The third problem addressed is the adaptation of the individualized facial model 

onto the real motion of the face. To estimate the face animation parameters, the face 

model should be fitted to the face features accurately. A coarse-to-fine adaptation 

algorithm is developed, which is based on the extended physics-based dynamic mesh. 

The adaptation procedure makes the convergence of the mesh onto a face more stable 

and accurate. Notice that the face model adaptation includes the global head mo

tion adaptation and local expression motion adaptation. To track the true 3D head 

motion, a complicated technique needs be explored to estimate the 3D head motion 

from 2D video sequence, which is so called structure from motion. To simplify our 

investigation, here we impose a certain constraint on the head motion, in which the 

head motion is assumed not large, a talking face appears with front view in the video 

sequences.

The fourth problem addressed is the active texture detection, compression, and syn

thesis for realistic expression generation with wrinkles. This is an important step 

toward the realistic synthesis of facial expressions. We introduce the concept of active 

texture, and show how to extract the active textures using the temporal correlation 

information. An efficient compression using principal component analysis is employed 

to produce very few bits for representing the active textures; Moreover, a texture- 

blending technique is proposed to synthesize the life-like face expressions with little 

fidelity loss. Notice that the most video sequences used here are in higher resolution
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(larger than 480*480) comparing to the CIF (352*288) or QCIF (176*144) format. 

Because the low resolution image cannot provide enough information for the accurate 

feature detection and model adaptation, it is necessary to use high resolution images 

for generating more realistic facial animation with wrinkles.

In Chapter 2, 3-D individual face modeling from two orthogonal views of the images 

is described. Chapter 3 discusses feature detection with active tracking in detail. The 

two-step coarse-to-fine model adaptation algorithm is proposed in Chapter 4, and the 

texture synthesis and compression methods axe described in Chapter 5. Finally, con

cluding remarks and future work will be discussed in Chapter 6.

1.3 .2  C ontributions o f  th e  th e s is

The major contributions of this thesis axe as follows:

• A novel face modeling algorithm is developed which offers its simplicity and 

efficiency. We use only two views of a face to create the individual facial model 

automatically. The fiducial points defined on the profile of a face and the front 

view of a face can be extracted by a curve tracing algorithm, i.e., LMCT (Local 

Maximum Curvature Tracing) algorithm, which is our newly proposed approach. 

This novel strategy provides a simple and fast way to generate an individual 

person’s head model, other than the traditional way by using the complicated 

and expensive “Cyberware 3D scanner*’ technique. Although the created model 

by our approach is not as accurate as the one generated by a 3D scanner, 

the appearance is good enough for our purpose for very low bit rate video 

communication. (The detailed contribution of this paxt is presented in Section 

2.2, Chapter 2).
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• The issue of the integration of active tracking with the model-based coding is 

addressed in the first time after reviewing the existing work. Because the active 

camera motion is allowed in our work, the background constraint is delimited, 

the moving person can be tracked by the movable camera, which is considered 

towards a real application of MPEG-4 for low bit rate model based coding (see 

Section 3.2). We also proposed a new approach to localize the facial feature 

area, which is called global region growing and local region growing using skin 

color informations. The major contribution of this method is that it allows 

iteratively selects the growing seed based on the grown results, and makes the 

detection of regions of interest more robust and correct than existing methods 

(see Section 3.3). In order to extract the facial organ’s shape, we make full 

use of the color information (such as saturation and hue) coupled with shape 

adaptive deformable template to extract the accurate shapes of eyes, iris, mouth, 

nose-side, nostril and chin. The deformable template matching is divided into 

several simple epochs, each epoch localize several template parameters, so that 

the shrink problem is greatly alleviated, the computation load is also greatly 

reduced comparing with the existing methods (the detailed contribution of this 

part is presented in Section 3.4, Chapter 3).

• We propose a new algorithm for energy-oriented face model adaptation through 

the video sequences, solve the convergence problems in physics-based dynamic 

mesh. The two-steps coarse-to-fine adaptation makes the facial model fit into 

the facial expression motion very accurately. Because this adaptation follows 

the content of facial features unlike the interpolation method recommended 

by MPEG-4 group, it produces more accurate results, which are critical for 

generating more realistic face animation in model based coding. (The detail 

contribution of this part is presented in Section 4.3, Chapter 4).
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• A partial facial texture update strategy is presented in this thesis. We first 

proposed a concept called active texture (AT) to deal with the most significant 

texture on a person’s face. A new algorithm based on temporal texture correla

tion and thresholding is developed for active texture detection (see Section 5.3). 

In addition, a method of temporal texture blending and spatial texture filtering 

is developed, which produces a smooth perceptual effect (see Section 5.5). To 

our knowledge, it is the first time that the expressive wrinkle generation has 

been specifically investigated. We generate the life-like facial expressions under 

very low bit rate (less than 40kbit/s) while keep the high fidelity. The advan

tage of the partial texture update scheme is demonstrated by comparing to the 

whole facial texture update scheme, which requires at least 200kbit/s bit cost. 

(The detail contribution of this part is presented in Section 5.6, Chapter 5).
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Chapter 2 

Face m odeling

2.1 Overview

The goal of face animation is to control the modeled faces, over time, such that the 

rendered facial surfaces have the desired shapes, colors, and textures in each frame of 

the animated sequence. An important issue is how to geometrically represent faces 

in ways that allow both effective animation and efficient rendering. The face has a 

very complex, flexible, three-dimensional surface; it has color and texture variations 

and usually contains creases and wrinkles. The structural similarity, as well as the 

considerable variability of the face make face modeling one of the challenging tasks 

in real applications. The detailed anatomy of a face is a complex dynamic assembly 

of skin, bones, muscles, and tissue. To date, no facial animation model which repre

sents and simulates this complete, detailed anatomy has been reported. Although for 

some applications — such as medical visualization and surgical planning — complete 

detailed models are the ultimate goal, for the application of model-based coding, a 

complete detailed model is not necessary. Fortunately, only the visible surface is of 

critical concern to us.

2 .1 .1  Facial m od el p rop erty

Before discussing face modeling, there are several expected properties that must be 

taken into account for the facial model design:
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• general (or similar): The structure of the facial model should reflect the general 

appearance regardless of the person’s gender, age, and race.

• flexible: The model is easy to modify by adding or deleting the control points 

for a scalable rendering.

• manipulatable: The model can be easily controlled in an interactive manner for 

HCI (human computer interface).

• individnalizable: The model must be adaptable to the dynamic features of dif

ferent persons.

• simple: A simple structure of the model will be preferred to the real time 

performance for some applications (e.^.,teleconferencing).

There axe trade-offs between some of the properties. For example, the high-fidelity 

rendering of a model benefits from the high resolution of the model; it does so, 

however, at the expense of simplicity and manipulatability.

2 .1 .2  Facial m o d el rep resen tation

Surface representation plays an important role in representing a geometric face model. 

There axe two types of commonly used techniques to describe the 3D surface of a face 

— free-form parametric surface and polygon mesh surface. The free-form parametric 

surfaces axe defined in terms of control parameters and basis functions, like B-splines, 

Bezier patches, and nonuniform rational B-spline surfaces (NURBS). The polygon 

mesh surfaces include regular polygon meshes (triangular or rectangular) and arbi

trary polygon networks. The advantage of the parametric surface is based on the fact 

that it can construct a smoother surface with higher continuity, while the polygon 

surfaces only keep 0-order continuous (C°). However, the polygon surface has more 

flexibility in representing detailed and complicated surfaces than the parametric sur

face does. It is believed that polygon surfaces can approximate the object shape to a
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reasonable precision as long as the real surface is sampled densely enough. Moreover, 

the polygon surface can be rendered efficiently, and be easy to manipulate and mod

ify (adding or deleting control points), unlike the parametric surface. However, no 

matter what kind of surface is represented, it is still difficult to model detailed facial 

features, such as wrinkles, using these methods in simple forms.

2 .1 .3  Facial m od el in d iv id ualization

The goal in modeling an individual face is to synthesize the person’s face image with 

high fidelity. Face modeling can be computed on-line (during the transmission of the 

image data) or off-line (before the transmission starts). Off-line computation can be 

done in a controlled environment, and allows the use of complex imaging systems 

such as a 3-D laser scanner [72, 70]. In an image coding system, it is desired that the 

on-line information can be readily extracted from the input image sequence in order 

to perform real time modeling. However, because of the difficulty of 3-D information 

extraction from 2-D images, on-line computation is restricted to 2-D space only. Few 

methods were reported which adapt the model to a person’s face during transmission 

of images [58,3]. Most face modeling methods work off-line. Three general approaches 

axe used for determining surface shape for face model; they are (1) three-dimensional 

surface measuring techniques,• (2) interactive surface sculpting, and (3) creating new 

faces by modifying existing faces.

Three-dimensional surface measuring techniques

Surface measurement can be accomplished using 3-D digitizers, photogrammetric 

techniques, or laser scanning techniques. 3-D digitizers require physically positioning 

a 3-D probe or locator at each surface point to be measured [53]. The process is 

very time-consuming if large number of points axe to be measured. Photogrammetric 

techniques require taking multiple simultaneous photographs of the face, each from 

a different point of view. Once the camera projection matrix and the marked corre-
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sponding points axe known, the 3-D position of the visible points can be computed. 

The drawback of this method is that it is necessary to put certain landmarks on the 

face, and so the imaging condition is constrained [52]. Laser scanning systems (e.g., 

Cyberware [53]) produce a very large regular mesh of data values in a cylindrical 

coordinate system. Post-processing of the scanned cylindrical data mesh is often re

quired (i.e., spatial filtering for removing noise, surface interpolation for filling in the 

missing data, and transformations from cylindrical to Cartesian coordinate systems). 

The main difficulty with this method is ‘missing data’ in certain obscured parts (e.g., 

the underside of the chin, the nostril area, pupil of the eye) [70].

Interactive surface sculpting

A model may be created using operations analogous to those used by sculptors. The 

typical example is the ‘3D paint’ technique [76]. The key idea is to interpret a painted 

2D image as a 3D surface, where intensity at each pixel is used as the depth of the 

surface at that point. Interactive surface editors allow the face modeler to create 

and modify surfaces by interactively manipulating vertex positions or surface control 

points. Stereo display techniques can be a useful part of such systems.

Creating new faces by modifying existing faces

This method refers to the transformation from a generic facial model into a specific 

individual face. The existing approaches [38, 48] use multiple views of the face with 

manually marked feature points to establish the correspondence, then apply the pho

togrammetric methods to derive the 3-D position of the feature points. Reinders [58] 

also uses the deformable template and elastic mesh deformation to adapt the face 

model in a single view, but only a partial 2-D view (no real 3-D view) is generated. 

To overcome the drawback of manually marking the landmarks, and the partial 2-D 

views generation, we have developed an automatic face modeling technique from two 

orthogonal views of a face [80], in which a curve tracing algorithm for profile feature
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detection and the model modification method are developed. This technique will be 

described in the following section.

2.2 Individual Face M odeling System

In the past decade, videophones that code head and face movements as deformations 

to a head model have been reported by several authors [41]. The first important 

problem is modeling a specific person’s face, i.e., creating a 3D individual model. 

The precise 3D shape of a face can be obtained using a 3D shape acquisition system 

such as a range scanner [64], but the model obtained is not sufficient for generating 

human animations. One solution to modeling a specific person is to employ a strategy 

which adjusts a prototype model to the person’s shape [35, 78, 63]. In this section, we 

describe a more reliable approach which automatically creates the 3D facial model 

of a specific person by fitting a generic head model to the front and side views of 

the person’s head. In our system, a new algorithm LMCT (local maximum curvature 

tracing) is proposed to reliably identify features on the profile such as chin tip, mouth, 

nose tip, and nose bridge. By using the results, exact search areas for facial feature 

extraction can be limited. The extracted features are used for modifying the generic 

model to create an individualized face model.

The entire modeling system consists of two stages — the feature extraction stage 

and the generic model modification stage (as shown in Figure 2.1). In the first stage, 

the system will acquire the feature points in the two images of a face through the 

analysis of two views. Using these feature points, images in the system can adjust 

the generic model in the second stage to fit it to the two views’ faces separately. The 

final individual 3D facial model can be obtained by the combination of the modified 

2D models of the front view and the side view.
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Figure 2.1: Face modeling diagram

Figure 2.2: Feature points definition
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2 .2 .1  A nalysis o f  feature p o in ts

In a human face, there axe some basic feature points to express the eyes, nose, mouth, 

face shape and so on. Hence, for the two views of a face, a set of feature vertices 

is defined on the generic 3D facial model. Two kinds of feature vertices are shown 

in the facial model (as shown in Figure 2.2): V/t (feature points on the outline of a 

face, shown as dots, in which s i ~  sS are eight fiducial points on the profile of a face. 

L f  1 L/3, R f  1 ~  RfZ  are six fiducial points on the outline of the front view of

a face; and (fiducial points on facial organs of the interior face, shown as large 

dots). The center point (o) is an original reference point.

For both views of a face the fiducial points can be located by the following pro-

Figure 2.3: A Person’s Face in Two Views

Figure 2.4: Processed two views

cedure: First, the head is separated from the background by using a thresholding
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operation, and the profile of the head is extracted by an edge detection operator 

(Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4). Second, the vertical positions of facial images, which are 

represented by eight fiducial points (si ~  s8), such as center of eye line, nose tip, 

upper lip, lower lip, and chin tip, are determined by profile curve analysis (Figure 

2.8); here a new algorithm for local maximum curvature tracing (LMCT) has been 

developed for estimating the fiducial points on the profile.

(1) Profile analysis by a local maximum curvature tracing (LMCT)

The profile of a human face exhibits characteristic features. Eight salient feature 

points axe categorized into two types: concave points (i.e., si, s3, s5, s7) and convex 

points (i.e., s2, s4, s6, s8). The LMCT algorithm uses two kinds of tracing modes 

with dynamically alternating directions to:

• trace the curve of the facial outline;

• form a series of segment lines approximating the original digitized curve;

• measure the curvatures of the terminals of each segment;

• determine the feature points according to the local maximum curvature.

The algorithm is based on the computed values of the curvature. Suppose a curve is 

expressed as y = f(x ) . The curvature Cn at a point Pn(xn, yn) on the curve is defined 

as:

It

C" = N x f ' f f l *  (2'11[i +  ( y J 2J3

where n is the index number of a point on the curve, n =  1,2,..., N. The concave 

points and convex points axe related to the points with a sharp change in their cur

vature values, where a local maximum absolute curvature value can be found. In 

discrete space, we approximate Equation 2.1 and use the difference of slopes be

tween neighboring line segments to represent the average curvature values for the
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corresponding segment terminals as defined by Equation 2.3. Before the LMCT al

gorithm is explained, a rule for curve tracing is defined. From a certain point on the 

digital curve, there axe five potential paths to proceed (i.e., five neighboring pixels 

p l,p2 ,. . .  ,p5), a decision rule must be made to choose a correct path. Two types 

of proceeding modes (PM) are regulated, i.e., clockwise proceeding mode (PMc) and 

anticlockwise proceeding mode (PMa). PMc gives the five potential paths with a 

priority in a clockwise order; the priority of the next path to be selected, from high 

to low, is pi, p2, p3, p4, p5. PMa gives the priority in a reverse order, as shown in 

Figure 2.5.

PMc (clockwise) PMa (anticlockwise)

Figure 2.5: Curve tracing rule: Two priority modes: PMc (clockwise) and PMa 
(anticlockwise).

(2) LMCT algorithm

To better describe the algorithm, an example is shown in Figure 2.6. The algorithm 

is composed of two phases: curve tracing and feature points localization. Figure 2.7 

depicts the flow chart of the algorithm.

1. To make the curvature calculation less sensitive to noise, the digitized curve is 

traced in the discrete space to form a “smoother” digital curve. Curve tracing 

follows two proceeding modes as defined in Figure 2.5 — PMc and PMa, which 

guide the tracing in a correct path. Two modes axe switched dynamically. 

If the current state is in PMc and the next selected path is p4 or p5, the 

PMc (clockwise) is switched to the PMa (anticlockwise); If the current state 

is in PMa and the next selected path is pi or p2, the PMa (anticlockwise) is
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switched back to the PMc (clockwise). In other cases, the proceeding mode 

remains unchanged.

2. In the course of curve tracing, the pixel in a weak path (i.e., p2 or p4) is 

selected to be a new node to form a “smoothed” curve. A set of selected nodes 

(po(^o,J/o),-., Pn(xn,yn)) form a set of segment lines. The slope of a line p„pn+i 

is calculated by:

Sn =  -y-^ ~ y" ,n  =  0 ,l , . . . ,A r  (2.2)
3-n+l %n

3. After obtaining the set Sn, the curvature Cn for the node p„ can be calculated 

by:

Cn =  5n~2 *  Sn~l -  Sn +25w+l ,n  =  2 ,3 , . . . ,  N  -  I (2.3)

Note that:

(a) in the convex portion of the curve, there is a local-maximum absolute cur

vature (C„), while the sign changing from Sn- 1 and Sn is “+  to

(b) in the concave portion of the curve, there is a local-maximum absolute 

curvature (Cn), but the sign changing from Sn- i  and Sn is to

(3) Determination of feature points

Applying the LMCT algorithm, the feature points s2,s4, s6,s8 of the side view 

face can be identified by the above 3(a). In the same way, the remaining points

sl,s3 ,s5 ,s7  can be identified by 3(b). Similarly, the feature points of L f l  ~  L/3

and R f  1 ~  RfZ  along the outline of the front view of a face can be extracted. The 

remaining feature points that lie along the outline of a face for both views (V/i) can 

be located by the rule of direct proportional assignment, in accordance with the dis

tribution of V/i as defined on the generic model. Given the vertical positions of the 

eye, nose, mouth, and chin (si ~  s8) as determined by profile analysis, we can limit
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Pj (convex)

(concave) R),

curve to be traced

smoothed curve

Figure 2.6: Example of LMCT tracing algorithm

OL a L  slope 
oT O k  VUof Ite

PMa PMc

tct tmttal PM»PMc

uepioptxcl f^( )

Figure 2.7: Flow chart of LMCT tracing algorithm
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the search area for interior feature points. The search area for each organ is restricted 

to a rectangular window (Figure 2.4), and the size and position of the windows axe 

determined by the vertical position of s i ~  s8, L f  1 ~  L/3, and the typical size of 

the facial features. The interior feature points (V/2 ) can be identified by finding the 

strong edges and their relative position in each search area. The search area is filtered 

by a Sobel operator. The strong edge segments within these expectation windows axe 

detected by thresholding the pixel values with a predefined threshold. Finally, the 

feature points can be estimated by their relative positions along the edge segments — 

e.g., upmost and downmost, leftmost and rightmost (Figure 2.4). For the front view 

of the face, the nose tip is determined by the intersection of the vertical fiducial line 

of the front view and the horizontal position of the nose tip of the side view.

Rrtui

%T
It?

LB

Figure 2.8: Fiducial Points Detection

2 .2 .2  G eneric M odeL M odiflcation

The generic model is modified separately for the front view and side view in 2D space. 

A 3D individual model is obtained by combining two 2D models modified for each 

view. The displacement vector (D V ) is defined as a vector from the position ( V j r )  in 

the generic model to the corresponding position (P/) in the actual image. The DV
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of feature point n can be specified directly by

DVp =  P f -  Vp (2.4)

The displacement vectors of non-feature points can be derived by the interpolation of 

the DVs of feature points and the derived DVs of non-feature points in the previous 

steps. As shown in Figure 2.9, the DV  of non-feature point m  (denoted as DVm) can 

be derived using the follow equation:

N

DV” = £ ( * » « „ )  x DV?) (2.5)
n = l

where dm>n is the distance between point m and point n, dm<n,n  =  1 ,2 ,... , N, (e.g.

N  =  4) have been arranged in increasing order. w(djn<n) is a weight function which

will have a large output of weight value for a small input of dm>„,

w(dm,n) = *m'n' -  (2.6)
2_m=l dm ,n

where

n = (N  + 1) — n (2.7)

The above procedure is applied to the side view and front view of the face separately. 

Two sets of 2D coordinates of all the vertices axe obtained, which are (x j . y /) in front 

view plane and (rs, y3) in side view plane (Figure 2.11). Therefore, the 3D coordinates 

of all the vertices can be estimated as follows,

(x, y, z ) =  (x f , (yf  + ys) l2, za) (2.8)

The resulting individual 3D facial model is shown in Figure 2.12. Texture-mapping 

with blending both views of image (Iq and /go) is shown in Figure 2.10, where

It =  wi x /£, +  w2 x /£ (2.9)

wi  =  sin21
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W2 =  COS2 t  

W i  +  W 2 =  1

(2.11)

(2.12)

>v

DV?
■d v ;

Figure 2.9: Model adjustment by vertices interpolation

2.3 Experiments

The experiments axe shown for a specific person’s facial pictures, taken by a CCD 

camera. The generic facial model has 2953 vertices and 3118 patches. Figure 2.4 and 

Figure 2.8 show the results of the analysis of the feature points on both views of the 

face. Figure 2.11 shows the results of the matching from the generic model to the 

individual face in both views, while Figure 2.12 shows the generated 3D individual 

face in different views. The appearance of the 3D individual face generated by the 

proposed procedure looks natural, and has a good visual effect on the human eye.

2.4 Discussion

The face modeling approach proposed here is a very simple and effective scheme 

requiring only moderate computing and imaging resources. In both the facial fea-
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Figure 2.10: Two views’ texture combination. (or Iq) is the texture warped from 
90° view (or 0° view) to t° view.

tures identification and model instantiation process, more sophisticated techniques 

axe needed for further improving the results. The following chapters will address the 

issue for such techniques. In the current implementation, we have assumed that the 

human face is right-left symmetrical. To generate more accurate individualized head 

models, other facial views may be added to provide further information on the other 

side of the face. This scheme is general enough for it to be applied similarly when 

more facial views axe given as input.

Figure 2.11: Matching the generic model to a face in two views
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(a) Generated individual facial model

9
’b) Texture-mapped individual face in different vieivs

Figure 2.12: Individualized 3D Facial Model
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Chapter 3

Facial m otion estim ation with  
active tracking

3.1 Facial motion tracking — A brief review

The estimation of facial motion is classified into two fundamental tracking approaches 

— feature-based tracking and motion-based tracking. In the feature-based approach, 

the motion of a face can be derived from the motion of the feature points on the face. 

This is a feature detection method. The feature is recognized in successive images 

and its position is extracted. In the motion-based approach, motion detection is the 

major technique used. The advantage of this method is in that it is able to track any 

moving object regardless of size or shape. Figure 3.1 depicts the existing methods for 

facial motion estimation, which will be reviewed in the following sections.

pattern-based 
shape extraction

Feature-based tracking

model-based 
shape extraction

Facial motion estimation

optical flow method
motion-based tracking

modon-energy method

global motion 
(rigid head motion)

local motion 
(non-rigid face expression deformation)

Figure 3.1: Review of existing methods for facial motion estimation
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3 .1 .1  Facial feature d etectio n

The feature-based approach locates characteristic points on the face, such as the cen

ter points of the eyes. A face can be tracked and recognized on the basis of the 

positions of these points. Generally, these methods start by detecting one or more 

characteristic points. Once these points are detected, the acquired information is 

used to find other characteristic points. The methods differ as to which characteristic 

points on the face are used, how these points are detected in the image, and how the 

search strategies for the other new points are defined [12, 8].

Sometimes the feature points may not be sufficient to depict the characteristics of the 

face, feature shape may need to be extracted for a better representation. Two com

monly used approaches are pattern-based shape extraction and model-based shape 

extraction. In the pattern-based method, the global properties of the object region 

are emphasized by judging the 2D pattern of intensity variation of that object. To 

detect the object in an image, a stored version of this pattern is compared with the 

patterns in the image. For example, the pattern matching method requires that a 

pattern be generated, usually, on the basis of averaging these patterns over a num

ber of different people. The pattern is matched against the image primitives, thus 

yielding the position of the object regions. Pattern matching is not shape invariant. 

Instead of creating the reference pattern by simply averaging the facial feature pat

terns, it is also possible to create this pattern by using the principle components of 

the training patterns. When considering faces, these principle components are called 

eigenfaces. Each individual face region can be represented by the linear combination 

of the eigenfaces. To detect a face in an image, the patterns in the image are pro

jected onto the face space, which gives a measure for the presence of a face in the 

present image. In the model based approach, object regions are represented by an 

explicit geometric description which is related to the image content. To emphasize
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the global characteristics of the object region, the measure of fit for all of the parts 

axe evaluated simultaneously, which yields a global objective function. For example 

active contour (“snake”) and deformable template [74, 86].

While pattern-based methods seem to produce the best results within the problem 

of face recognition, however, they seem to have serious problems with the invariance 

requirements. Generally, the methods are not scale and orientation invariant. To be 

useful within a model-based coding scheme, an accurate description of the shape of 

facial feature regions is required. The model-based approaches, and in particular the 

deformable templates, are the most promising approach to extract the shape accu

rately. Unfortunately, these methods require that the initial parameters describing 

the model are close to the parameters describing the object region. When estimates 

for the locations of the facial feature regions axe available, these initial model param

eters can be predicted for a successful implementation.

3 .1 .2  Facial m otion  d etec tio n

As mentioned above, feature-based tracking and motion-based tracking [46. 4. 16] are 

two major approaches to tracking a moving object. Feature-based tracking is really 

based on the object recognition technique; the performance of the tracking system is 

limited by the efficiency of the recognition method [12. 4]. Mismatching of the 2-D 

correspondences of the detected features is prone to cause errors of motion parame

ters. Motion-based tracking relies on the motion detection technique; it exploits an 

affine motion model, which incorporates the global head motion, local facial action 

and the spatiotemporal gradient constraints to estimate the motion parameters di

rectly without establishing 2-D correspondences in advance. It can be divided into the 

optical-flow (spatiotemporal) method and the motion-energy method. In the optical- 

flow method, determining a complete optical flow field is ill-posed, and the difficulties 

increase when using the active camera for searching and matching feature points in
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successive images, since the scene viewed is dynamically changeable. The complexity 

of this problem makes it difficult for real application. The motion-energy tracking 

method cm  segment an image into regions of motion and inactivity by calculating 

the temporal derivative of an image sequence and thresholding at a suitable level to 

filter out noise. This method is relatively simple and efficient.

In model-based coding for a human face, motion tracking is divided into head motion 

tracking (global motion) and facial expression tracking (local motion).

Global motion (head tracking)

The motion of a face can be derived from the motion of the associated feature points. 

Cleaxly, the position of these feature points may only be changed by the motion of 

the head, and not by the facial expressions. Thus, points like the corners of the eyes 

or the position of the nostrils can be used, while comers of the mouth cannot. To 

detect these feature points and establish their correspondences in the neighboring 

frames, Aizawa et al. [3, 50] used white marks on the person’s face. Welsh [75] 

established the correspondences for the moving feature points by template matching. 

The established correspondences were used to discover the best fitting value of the 

global motion parameters. Essa [23] used the concept of model flow, which is the 

model motion trajectories between two frames, and actual flow as computed by a 

general optical flow algorithm, to track the model 3-D position by minimizing the 

mean square error of these two types of flows. This method made the head tracking 

with large motion more accurate and robust; however, the computation is very time- 

consuming. Li and Choi [40, 14, 42] first estimated the global motion by ignoring the 

local facial expression, a spatiotemporal gradient motion equation was established 

between the two frames, and the solution was given by solving the linear equations.
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Local motion (expression action)

After estimating the global motion of the head, the local motion is estimated by re

moving the effect of the estimated global motion with a motion compensation method. 

Li [40] and Choi [14] used the FACS (facial action coding system) to describe the fa

cial expression. They assumed that the facial expression could be represented by a 

linear combination of basic action units (AUs). The intensities of the basic AUs can 

also be estimated by solving the spatiotemporal gradient motion equations [39].

Terzoupolos and Waters [70] used eleven feature points in the areas of eyebrows, 

cheeks and mouth to estimate the contraction of six muscles. They assumed that 

the movement of a feature point caused by changing expression could only be orig

inated by one of the muscles (independence between the muscles). When allowing 

more than one muscles to be active, this assumption runs into serious problems. This 

method traces the facial features, estimates the corresponding parameters of muscle 

movement, and reproduces facial expression by using a three layered facial structure. 

Although the active contour model (‘snakes’) are used, a significant limitation of this 

system is that it requires facial features be highlighted with make-up, especially on 

the cheeks.

Instead of using a single feature point, one can use windows in the image (referred 

as to '‘muscle windows' ), each of which is associated with one primary direction of 

muscle contraction to correctly extract the muscle movement. The motion within 

these windows can either be estimated by using optical flow [43, 24], or by tracking 

a set of characteristic points within these windows [79]. These motions can then be 

used to compute the contraction of the muscles in the face.

Model-based shape extraction is a promising approach for the extraction of facial
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feature components (e.g., eye, mouth), such as the deformable template [8 6 ]. It uses 

image features to fit a deformable template to a face component, and the parameters 

of this template are then used for shape analysis. However, this method is still sen

sitive to the location of the initial template position. We developed an algorithm by 

using the two-step region growing to detect the coarse regions of interest, using the 

Hough Transform to detect the iris and a deformable template with color information 

to improve the accuracy of feature tracking, such as eyes [6 ], eyebrow, mouth, nostrils, 

nose sides and chin contours.

3.2 Head tracking

The MPEG-4 standard provides a fundamental framework for multimedia applica

tions at low bit-rates [47,73]. However, MPEG-4 does not specify the techniques to be 

used for feature detection and tracking in order to realize an actual implementation. 

This allows researchers to investigate alternative techniques for different applications. 

Up until now, most work in MPEG-4 (or related areas) has been limited to the still 

camera scenario [14, 23, 87, 4, 45, 26, 44, 36, 39] [58] and [73]. In this chapter, we 

address the problem considering a talking face in front of an active camera. The de

tection and tracking of the active talking face is a fundamental step towards realizing 

an application of MPEG-4 in real situations.

Various approaches to the segmentation and feature detection of face images have 

been attempted, mainly in the field of face recognition. From the large amount of 

previous work done in this area [1 2 ], it has become obvious that face detection and 

recognition is still a very difficult subject. Segmenting and tracking a talking face from 

a background is a prerequisite when applying model-based coding schemes (MPEG4- 

SNHC [73]) to compress face-to-face video communication data [45, 26, 44, 36, 87]. 

For this purpose, the region of interest (i.e., face region) must be detected and tracked 

temporally. Detecting the moving part in an image reveals the silhouette region of
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the speaker, which can be relatively easily detected on the basis of frame differences 

if the speaker is the only moving object within the scene, in the case of a still cam

era. However, in the situation of a movable camera, the difficulties increase since the 

background viewed is dynamically changeable.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the spatio-temporal (ill-posed optical-flow) method 

provides difficulties in real application. The motion-energy tracking method is rel

atively simple and efficient, however, it is not suitable for application in an active 

camera system without modification. Since the active camera system can induce ap

parent motion on the scenes they view, compensation for camera motion must be 

made before the motion-energy detection technique can be used.

In this chapter, we present a system to track a talking face with an active cam

era. After the background compensation in successive frames [46], the motion-energy 

tracking approach is used, coupled with a morphological filter to reduce the noise. Ev

idence about moving objects in the scene gathered from a single frame difference may 

not suffice to portray a speaker entirely. It is necessary to recover the speaker’s sil

houette by observing a number of successive frame differences (called motion masks). 

We believe that the motion masks axe temporally correlated if the motion of the 

speaker is assumed to be slow with respect to the frame rate. We propose a progres

sive silhouette generation method, to detect the motion of a talking head, in which 

the consecutive motion masks are accumulated to complete the silhouette estimation.

3.2.1 Background com pensation

Before applying the motion detection technique, we must compensate for the apparent 

motion of the background of a scene which is caused by camera motion. Our camera 

is mounted on a pan/tilt device and hence is constrained to rotate only. The objective 

in background compensation is to find a  relationship between pixels representing the
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same 3D point in images taken at different camera orientations. For camera rotation, 

the only components of the system that move are the camera coordinate system and 

the image plane. An example of this motion is shown in Figure 3.3. Let us briefly 

review two types of camera models, pin-hole camera model and pan/tilt model, which 

axe based on the pioneering work by Basu’s group [46].

Camera model

Two kinds of mathematical models are defined for describing the relationships be

tween a 3-D point (P), its projection on the image plane (p), and the motion param

eters of the camera. The coordinate systems and the relationships between them are 

described as follows:

• Pin-hole camera model

As shown in Figure 3.2, the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system OXYZ is the 

viewpoint of the camera and its optical axis is aligned with the Z  axis. The image is 

the projection of a 3-D scene onto a plane located at distance /  from 0, where /  is 

the focal length. The image plane is perpendicular to the 2-axis and intersects it at a 

point (0,0 J). The image coordinate system is represented by oxy in Figure 3.2. Using

alpha

Lens
Center

P(x,y)

Figure 3.2: Camera coordinate system and image coordinate system in pin-hole cam
era model
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this model and assuming perspective projection, the relationships between points in 

the image plane and points in 3-D with respect to the camera coordinate system axe:

x = f j  (3.1)

y = f j  (3.2)

where P(X,Y,Z) is a 3-D location of a point in the camera coordinate system, and 

p(x,y) is its projection on the image plane; / i s  the focal length.

Consider a camera rotation around 0  (lens center) and suppose the camera is ro

tated by rotation matrix R, which is an orthogonal matrix, i.e., RRT =  I. Then, the

point in the scene which was seen at (x,y) on the image plane now moves to another

point (x ,t/) , the relationship between every pixel position in two images, taken from 

different positions of rotation about the lens center is as follows:

X  =  / l + ^ r o + 4  (3.3)
- a x  +  7  y + f

■ = j  y i f  (3 .4 )
- a x  + 7 y +  /

where /  is the focal length of the camera; a is a small angle of rotation about the 

pan axis ( Y-axis); 7  is a small angle of rotation about the tilt axis (X-axis), (see 

Appendix A for the proof).

• P an/T ilt model

Above we described the relationship between every pixel position in two images, taken 

from different positions of rotation about the lens center. Consider the real situation, 

the active camera is mounted on a pan/tilt device that allows rotation about two axes 

(pan: Y-axis, tilt: X-axis). The center of rotation is the device center other than the 

lens center. The small displacements of the lens center from the center of rotation
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will result in a little change of the relationship between every pixel position in two 

consecutive images, but approximately similar to the case in pin-hole camera model.

In the case of pan/tilt model, the origin of the camera coordinate system is located at 

the lens center, the origin of the device coordinate system is at the device center. For 

an initial inclination (9) of the camera system and pan and tilt rotation of a and 7 , 

respectively, the relationship between every pixel position in two images is as follows:

,xt + a  sin 9yt +  fot cos 9
-

yt - 1 =  /

- a  cos 9xt +  7  yt + f  

- a  sin 9xt + y t -  f 7

(3.5)

(3.6)
- a  cos 9xt +  iy t  +  /

where /  is the focal length. With knowledge of / ,  initial inclination 9, and pan/tilt 

rotation 7  and a, for every pixel position (xf, yt) in the current image we can calcu

late the position (xt_i,t/t_i) of the corresponding pixel in the previous image. (See 

Appendix B for the proof).

alpha Point in Image Plane 2
Lens
Center

Image 
Plane 2

'gamma •_ I

3-D point

Point in Image Plane 1

Image 
Plane 1

Figure 3.3: 3D point projected on two image planes with the same lens center
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3.2.2 M oving head detection

The inaccuracies in the input to the compensation algorithm, and a small amount 

of camera translation, may induce noise and corrupt the compensation method. A 

single frame difference may not suffice to portray a speaker entirely. It is necessary to 

recover the speaker’s silhouette by observing a number of successive frame differences. 

Figure 3.4 shows a block diagram describing the moving head detection algorithm, 

which consists of the following steps:

Frame
I(t-l)

Frame I(t)
frame
Difference

Mask Fusion

Background
Compensatoin

Morphological
Fdtering

Smoothing
Head Silhouette

Figure 3.4: Diagram of head detection

• After the background is compensated in the previous frame, the difference of 

the current frame and the previous frame is calculated, and the absolute value 

is thresholded.

• If we could achieve exact background compensation, the method described 

above would be sufficient. In the presence of position inaccuracies, however, 

the results of these methods deteriorate. Since errors in tingle and position 

readings are inevitably present, it is desirable to develop methods of motion 

detection that can robustly reject the false motion they cause. By using mor

phological erosion and dilation we eliminate narrow regions of detected motion, 

while preserving the original size and shape of the wide regions.

M orphological filtering: One application of morphological filters is in noise 

reduction or suppression1. The basic idea is to apply a mask M  over an image

I. The value of an element (mtJ) in M  is either 0 or 1.

1F o r a  s im ila r a p p lica tio n  o f  m orphological filtering  in  m o tio n  track ing , see [46]
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Two operations in morphological filtering are of interest to us. These are ero

sion and dilation. The erosion operation can be considered as a single pass of

a thinning operator. The dilation operation, on the other hand, is the reverse 

of erosion. In the other words, it is an expansion of a set (e.g., an object) into 

all the background pixel cells which border the set (the object). Thus, erosion 

shrinks an object whereas dilation enlarges it. Formally, given a mask M(n x n) 

and a part of a binary image A of the same size as the mask, we can define the 

erosion operator as follows:

A Q M = {  1 lf((Vp*'.€ A) A (p” = l)) (3.7)
( 0  otherwise '

Dilation is the dual of erosion:

A®M={J <3'8>
By applying erosion to the image, narrow regions can be eliminated while wider 

ones are thinned. In order to restore these wide regions back, dilation is applied 

using a mask of the same size. After a morphological filtering (opening operator 

= erosion +  dilation) is applied, the background noise can be reduced. The 

kernel size of erosion and dilation operations depends on the noise characteristics 

caused by compensation error [46], so the filter must be at least as wide as the 

error. In our system, the kernel of filtering is set as 9 x 9.

• To generate the head silhouette, a frame motion fusion algorithm is developed 

in which the multiple frame differences are integrated to generate the continu

ous motion areas.

Progressive motion fusion:

The output image of the morphological filtering (opening) in Figure 3.4 is called 

motion mask (MM), denoted by mt(x) (t stands for time and x for pixel po

sition). The successive MMs are processed with a spatiotemporal filter. The
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function of the spatiotemporal filter is to fuse a  number of consecutive masks. 

The temporal fusion in the consecutive N  MMs from time <o to time T  = t0 + N  

is implemented as:

fo r  t = t0, to +  1 , . . .  , t0 -f N  

{

It(x) =  ADD{mt(x),st-i(x)}  

st(x) = M edian{It(x)}

}

where m t(x ) € {0,1}, and sfo(x) =  0. To reduce noise effects, the combined 

images axe further smoothed by a spatial median filter. The parameter N  

controls how long frame information is integrated. For example, keeping N  

large will tend to create connected and smooth foreground blobs at the expense 

of smeaxing the silhouette, especially if the object motion is excessive. (In our 

experiment, N  is set to 8  as a tradeoff for the motion mask integration and the 

contour smearing). Finally, the temporally fused image s-r(x) is thresholded to 

reveal the motion regions of the head. The threshold value is set to one so that 

all the motion area reflected in the fused image is taken into account.

• After obtaining the fused image sr(x), a morphological filter (closing operator 

=  dilation +  erosion) is applied to make the image more smooth. Then, the 

edges of motion areas axe detected simply by a gradient operator. Although a 

few connected contours axe detected, the head silhouette is the largest connected 

contour, and it can be extracted by a region growing method.
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3.3 Facial organ features localization

Analyzing the head image is required in order to make an estimation of the position 

and the size of the chaxacteristic facial organs, such as eyes, eyebrows, mouth, and 

nose. Since facial skin, other than facial features and hair, exhibits a similar property 

in color and luminance, region growing is suitable for extracting the connected skin 

area, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The whole head region is denoted as H. The skin 

region, the subset of H, is denoted as S. The feature region is the complementary 

set of S, as denoted by S, H  =  S  U S. Determining growing threshold is not a trivial

Figure 3.5: Illustration of skin region and feature region

problem because of the small variation of color and luminance in various regions 

of a face. A laxge growing threshold produces a laxge connected skin region, splits 

the feature region into many pieces, and loses the completeness and shape of the 

facial features. Moreover, it is difficult to identify and group too many pieces into 

meaningful facial features. A small growing threshold produces a small skin region 

and keeps the completeness of facial features. However, sometimes the skin region 

cannot be completely grown, and when stopped in the middle, its incompleteness also 

causes the failure of facial organ detection. To overcome the difficulties encountered 

in the region growing, and make the facial feature detection less sensitive to noise, a 

two-stage region growing algorithm is developed — global region growing and local 

region growing. In global region growing, a large growing threshold is selected in
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order to explore more skin area. Only the most distinct features, such as the darkest 

paxts of the eyes, the nostrils and in-between the lips, remain. These parts provide 

important information of the locations of the facial feature, although the information 

of the shape and the size is lost. The feature region information is estimated in the 

second stage region growing (i.e., local region growing). In this stage, the region 

growing is performed in the feature areas individually. The initial seed pixel of the 

skin is selected in the local area, and a smaller growing threshold can be selected so 

that a small skin area surrounding the facial organ is detected, and produces as much 

feature information as possible.

3.3.1 Location o f feature centers using global region growing

The head silhouette is obtained in the previous stage, the search of facial features is 

then limited within this area. In general lighting conditions, the hair and the face 

exhibit distinct color appearances (except for bald people, in which case segmenta

tion is not necessary). Also, the facial features of iris, eyebrow, in-between lips, and 

nostril have a distinguishable darkness when compared with the facial skin, which 

usually exhibits the approximate uniform in color. Hence, the face feature region can 

be extracted by segmenting the image using region growing based on the color com

ponents, i.e., luminance ( Y) and chrominance ( U, V). First of all, the image is filtered 

with a low-pass filter for making the color appear more uniform. Second, the image is 

partitioned based on the three color properties and the chessboard distance in region 

growing, the distance D between seed pixel (ys, ua, v,) and the growing pixel (t/,-, u,-, i/,) 

is defined in Formula 3.9. Larger variations are allowed in the luminance component 

of a region them in the chrominance component, in order to ignore small changes of 

the luminance in the face region due to shading. Therefore weights (1/4,1 ,1 ) are used 

for YUV. Third, regions smaller than a certain number of pixels are not taken into
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consideration, and axe removed.

D =  max(^|t/i -  y5|, |ut- -  us|, |u< -  us|) (3.9)

The diagram of feature region location is plotted in Figure 3.6. The region growing
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Feature
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Figure 3.6: Diagram of the feature region location using global region growing

is performed by selecting the central point of the head axea as a seed pixel. Assume 

the initial seed is represented as s0, and the skin region grown from so is Go- The size 

of grown region, G o ,  must be checked to make sure that it will be a reasonable face 

region. The size of G o ,  denoted as | G o | ,  should be restricted to a bounded region, 

that is

T ,< \G 0\< T h (3.10)

where 7} and T*. axe predefined constants. Sometimes it is possible that the central 

point of the facial image falls into a feature region (e.g., nostril). In this case, sq will 

be the feature region instead of the face region, and | G o |  is small. The size of the 

grown region depends on the predetermined growing threshold, D t‘, however, the size 

of grown region will not go beyond the head silhouette axea T*; Ti is set as the half 

size of the head silhouette area.

If |Go| is beyond the range [7), 2\], either a new seed should be selected (a new 

seed si can be selected from the neighboring pixels of s0), or the threshold should be
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adjusted, to generate a new region Gi. This process is iterated until a skin region G, 

is found. Gi is a subset of the head silhouette area H, or equal to H, i.e., G, C H. 

N otice th a t  the traditional region growing method only selects one growing seed, 

and uses the growing seed once; our region growing method differs from the traditional 

method [31,10,11, 60] in that: our region growing procedure is a dynamic procedure, 

which selects the growing seed at least once, the iteration process is performed until 

the grown region fulfills the pre-defined condition.

After the skin region growing, a  number of regions (blobs) axe obtained. In order 

to extract the facial organ blobs (e.^., eyes, mouth, nose, etc.), the top blobs and the 

bottom blobs (e.g., hair, collar, cloth, etc.) are removed. The feature blobs axe then 

processed for further classification.

Classification of th e  regions of eyes, nose and m ou th

After obtaining the set of feature blobs, the next task is to classify them into four 

groups, i.e., left eye group, right eye group, nose group and mouth group. These 

four classes axe distinguishable by the vertical distance and horizontal distance of 

the blobs. The k-means classifier is an ideal tool to classify them. The diagram of 

the feature blobs classification and feature center estimation axe shown in Figure 3.7. 

Before describing the algorithm, several terms are explained below first:

[

Feature Vertical _ t

blobs Custering
)

eye
class

Horizontal
left eye class

nose-mouth
class

Clustering

Vertical

right eye class

nose class

Clustering ~ Ns.
mouth class
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n-c^ss center
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of the feature region classification and feature center estimation
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• C entral Poin t of a blob is the pixel with an average coordinate of the blob. 

For example, the central point p of blob b with n pixels is:

1 n
X P =  ~  X i  ( 3 - 1 1 )

t=l

1 n
y? = - Y l  y< (3*12)

• Blob D istance is the distance between the central points of two blobs. Ver

tical Distance is the distance of two blobs in vertical ̂ -coordinate. Horizontal

Distance is the distance of two blobs in horizontal x-coordinate.

The algorithm is described as follows:

1 . Clustering eye class and nose-mouth class.

Choose the top blob and the bottom blob from the set of feature blobs as 

the initial eye class and the nose-mouth class respectively. Take the vertical 

distance as a measurement to cluster all the blobs into the two classes by k- 

means classifier.

2. Clustering left-eye class and right-eye class.

Choose the left-most blob and the right-most blob from the eye class as the 

initial left-eye class and the right-eye class, respectively. Take the horizontal 

distance as a measurement to cluster all blobs into the two classes by k-means 

classifier. To verify the correctness of the left-eye and right-eye classification, a 

confidence measurement is taken into consideration, based on the assumption 

that eye pair is vertically symmetrical. The vertical symmetry axis, denoted 

as the eye vertical, is the line passing through the center point between the 

eye regions, and perpendicular to the line passing through both eye region 

centers, which is denoted as the eye horizontal. Let us denote the binary image 

containing the left-eye and right-eye classes by Ie. Assume that the extracted
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eye regions are labeled one and the background is labeled zero. For each pair 

of left and right regions (e/,er), a symmetry axis a/r can be constructed. The 

confidence value of the symmetry property for this pair is calculated as an inner 

product between the image Ie and its mirror reflection with respect to the a/r 

axis:

Csymm. =  -r— ^  Ie(x)Ie(xR) (3.13)
1 1 r , r * €  U

where U =  {x  =  (i j  1)T|0 < i < tu/,0 < j  < hi} in which W[ and hi are the 

width and height of the image and Ft denotes the reflection operator in the 

line air• For the correct eye pair regions, this confidence value is expected to be 

high, ideally 1. The lower the symmetry value is, the less confidence one has.

3. Clustering nose class and mouth class.

Choose the top blob and the bottom blob from the nose-mouth class as the 

initial nose class and mouth class respectively. Take the vertical distance as a 

measurement to cluster all blobs into the two classes by k-means classifier.

Note that the eyebrow is also included in the eye class, their separation will be done 

later in the shape estimation section. After obtaining the four feature classes, the 

class center for each feature class can be obtained by taking the average of all blob 

centers of that class. Figure 3.8 shows some examples of the feature estimation.

3.3.2 Location o f feature regions using local region growing

The local area of each feature (organ) is d e t e r m i n e d  by the estimated location of 

the feature center and the predefined surrounding size. To grow a skin region in 

the local axea, a seed pixel is selected from the periphery skin axea of the feature 

organ. A smaller growing threshold Dts is predefined. The feature blobs with laxge 

axea axe created, based only on the l u m i n a n c e  of the image rather them three color 

components. The feature region is a complementary set of the grown region within a
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Figure 3.8: Classified features (The regions in the same class are labeled by the same
grey scale label; the bottom terminal of each line is the center of each feature).

surrounding window. Finally the region size of each organ (called the organ window) 

can be derived from the extracted feature blobs which are represented by a binary 

image b. The feature axea is represented by a high value while the background area 

is represented by value zero, as shown in Figure 3.9.

In order to determine the size of the detected feature organs, as an example, as

sume one of the central points of the initial feature windows is at (x ,y ), then the 

intensity accumulation of the four boundaries of the window that contains (x, y) can 

be calculated as

x+ —

M o= £  b ( i , y - * ) ,  (3.14)
 VV

(3.15)
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y + f w
m 2 = £ (3.16)

, = y - f

y + f w
(3.17)

i = y - f

where W  and H axe the width and height of the rectangle window, respectively. The 

rectangle window is shrunk until the condition 3.18 is satisfied:

M q  ■ M i •  M 2  •  M z  = £■  0 (3.18)

The other feature windows are also shrunk by following the same rule. Note that 

the nose window and the eye window may be partially overlapped. In that case, the 

nose window can be adjusted by shrinking in the vertical direction. This adjustment 

prevents the class boundary from being overlapped each other. Eventually, feature 

areas with clear boundaries can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3.10.

m t

Figure 3.9: Extracted feature blobs.
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Figure 3.10: The restricted window area based on the extracted feature blobs.

3.4 Shape estim ation

The above work shows how facial features are restricted in the corresponding win

dows. The next stage is to extract the real shape for the later model adaptation. 

The shape of facial features mainly refers to the contour of eye, eyebrow, mouth, nose 

(nostril and nose side), and chin.

As reviewed in section 3.1, a variety of approaches has been proposed for the shape 

detection of facial features. These include deformable template matching [15,19, 8 6 ], 

Hough transforms, and color image processing [9, 77]. Matching deformable templates 

requires a fairly accurate initial localization of the template because the energy min

imization process only finds a local minimum. Other problems axe the complexity of 

the computation, which is caused by using many energy terms and weighting factors 

during the different epochs of matching. Because of the definition of the energy terms 

in [8 6 ] the template is also inclined to shrink. In this chapter we overcome some of 

these difficulties by improving the initial localization process. We show that simple
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processing on color images, coupled with deformable template matching, can produce 

the accurate results.

The approaches to detecting eyes and mouth axe similar; both use deformable tem

plate matching and exploit color information. In addition, eye detection uses Hough 

transform to search the iris position and size in order to determine the initial location 

of the eye template. The work of eye detection using saturation information was first 

presented by S. Bernoegger, L. Yin and A. Basu [6 ] for the collaborative project of 

MPEG-4 video coding.

3.4.1 D etection  and tracking o f eye shape - brief overview [6]

The approach to detecting the eyes is similar to [15] in that it uses Hough transform 

and deformable template matching, however, it also exploits color information to 

extract the eyes accurately. The algorithm can be outlined as follows:

• Determine two coarse regions of interest for the eyes.

• Within two coaxse regions of eyes, search the iris of the eyes using a gradient 

based Hough transform.

• Using color information (saturation) get an initial approximation for the eye 

lids.

• Localize the eye lids using deformable templates.

Since the coarse regions of two eyes have been robustly detected in the previous 

section, the iris searching range is greatly reduced. The iris is the most significant 

feature of the eye and has a simple circular shape. It is detected first by using a 

gradient-based Hough transform for circles [17, 33].
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After extracting the circles the deformable templates for the eye lids have to be 

initialized. The model, along with all the parameters used is shown in Figure 3.11, 

with the parameters being set as follows:

hi =  1.5rtrti  h2 = 0.5r,rts w =  2.2 r,™ (3.19)

where r irt-a is the radius of the extracted circle. The orientation a  is determined

by the center points of the two circles. The initialized deformable template is also

shown in Figure 3.11. In order to avoid the shrink problem, the location of the

Figure 3.11: Deformable Template (model, initialization).

template and the size of the template are determined separately. Two different types 

of image information are used to create potential fields, one in each epoch, The image 

information extracted from a typical eye is shown in Figure 3.12. First, the color

Figure 3.12: Image fields used for computing the potential energy (image, saturation, 
edge).

information (saturation) is exploited to locate the eye lids by approximating the 

position of the deformable template relative to the iris. This is done by minimizing
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the following energy (Esat) which is similar to the valley energy in [86]:

Esat =  —jj-j-  J  $sat(x)dA  (3.20)

Aw

Aw is the area inside the paxabolas but not inside the circle of the iris, and $ aot(®) 

is the inverted saturation value of the color image. Since only the location (not the 

size) is changed this method does not have the shrinking effect.

Next, the deformable template is matched accurately to the eye lids by minimizing 

the following energy {EedgeY

Eedge — ^  | J  $edgc{£)ds (3.21)
Bur

Bw is the boundary of the parabolas and $ edffe(r) is the edge magnitude. During

this minimization every parameter of the deformable template (location, orientation,

height, width) can be changed 2.

The tracking of eye features is similar to detection of eye features with the following 

differences:

• The region of interest, as well as the possible size and therefore the Hough space 

for the extraction of the iris, can be restricted by using the position and the 

size of the extracted eye in the previous frame.

• Instead of using the deformable template shown in Figure 3.11, the matched 

template of the previous frame is used for the initialization of the new template.

Some sample frames with the detected iris and lids shape are shown in Figure 3.13

2The procedure of numerical solutions for finding the parameters of the deformable template 
using the energy minimizations can be found in [57] or in the site http://www.nr.com/
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Figure 3.13: Sequence (sample frame 1, 24, 68, 169) showing eye movement. Original 
images (top); extracted eye template (bottom).

3.4.2 D etection  and tracking o f eyebrow

Notice that in the feature location stage described in the previous section, the eye

brows and eyes sometimes are difficult to sepaxate because of the connection of the 

regions. Thus in that stage, these two features are not distinguished; instead the 

eye regions detected contain the eyebrow region. In this section we address eyebrow 

extraction from the eye region. Because the iris and eye shape have been extracted 

by the deformable template technique, the eye area can be excluded from the set of 

eye class, the remaining set is the eyebrow area. The eyebrow has a distinguishable 

dark luminance from the surrounding skin regardless of race. The integral projection 

from horizontal and vertical directions can be used respectively for a good shape es

timation of the eyebrow.

The integral projection is a very useful technique for the extraction of regional salient 

features. This technique was successfully used by Kanade [32] and Poggio [8] in their 

pioneering work on recognition of human faces. Projections can be extremely effec

tive in determining the position of features, provided the window on which they act 

is suitably located to avoid misleading interferences. Let l(x ,y )  be an image patch 

which contains the object of interest. The vertical integral projection of /(x, y) in the
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[xi, X2] x [t/i, t/2] rectangle is defined as

V(x)  =  £  l (x,y)  (3.22)
y=yi

The horizontal integral projection is similarly defined as

H(y)  = £ )  /(* ,») (3.23)
r = x i

Since we have detected the eye shape, the approximate eyebrow region can be de

termined using anthropometric measure (geometric relation of the eye and eyebrow).

In the delimited window of the eyebrow, the eyebrow width is computed by using 

the vertical integral projection of the intensity and finding the two most significant 

opposite gradients in the projection, the left-most and right-most of the eyebrow can 

be detected.

In order to estimate the shape of the eyebrow, the horizontal integral projection 

is applied to each column from the left-most eyebrow to the right-most eyebrow. The 

projection in each column produces two most significant opposite gradients, whose 

positions are detected for estimating the height of the eyebrow at that column. The 

estimated column height and the position form the entire shape of the eyebrow. The 

example of the eyebrow detection is shown in Figure 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16.

In order to track the eyebrow effectively, the estimated shape of the previous

Figure 3.14: Example of the horizontal integral projection for eyebrow

frame can be used for setting the initial delimited window in the current frame. The
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Figure 3.15: Example of the vertical integral projection for eyebrow

Figure 3.16: Example of the eyebrow shape extraction using the consecutive integral 
projection

eyebrow width estimated in the previous frame can be also used as the width verifi

cation for the current frame.

3.4.3 D etection  and tracking o f m outh shape

The algorithm for mouth detection can be outlined as follows:

• Determine a coarse region of interest for the mouth, and determine the mouth 

status: closed or open.

• Using color information (hue component) get an initial approximation for the 

lip. This is done by minimizing the energy cost function.

• Localize the mouth contour by minimizing the edge cost function.

(1) Deformable tem plate for closed mouth and open mouth

The features of the mouth are described by an open-mouth template and a closed- 

mouth template, separately, which are composed of four or three parabolas Pi, respec

tively, as shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. The mouth features are represented
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Figure 3.17: Deformable template for mouth-open

Figure 3.18: Deformable template for mouth-closed
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by the mouth comer points and the thickness of the lips. The open-mouth template 

consists of four parabolic curves which are defined as follows:

Pl =  * t(l -  ( -S-f )  (3.24)
I 'M

n  = *3(i -  (-r-)2) (3-25)

P3 = A S ( l - ( - p - ) 2) (3.26)

P< =  *3(1 -  (-?-?)  (3.27)
I 'M

where the parameters h°, i=l,2,..4, described opening height of the upper lip and 

lower lip. The width of the mouth Lm is calculated as the distance between the two 

comers of the mouth. The thickness of the lips are calculated as [/if— and |/if—/i||. 

To represent an open-mouth features, six parameters axe needed: h°, i=l,2,..4 and 

the two comers of the mouth mi and mr .

The closed-mouth template consists of three parabolic curves which are defined as

Pi = * ; < ! - ( / - )2) (3-28)I'M

P2 =  *3(1 -  ( y - f )  (3.29)
I 'M

P3 =  * l ( l - ( - r - ) 2) (3.30)
I 'M

To represent a closed-mouth features, five parameters axe needed: /tf (i=l,2,3) and 

the two comers of the mouth mi and mr.

(2) Determination of m outh corners

In the previous section, the region center of the mouth has been estimated. Using the

vertical integral projection of the hue component of the mouth region, two vertical
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lines at the left-most and the right-most of the mouth can be determined by finding 

the two most significant opposite gradients in the projection (Figure 3.19).

Suppose that the orientation of the mouth (i.e., a line in-between lips) follows the 

orientation of the eye (i.e., a line connecting the centers of the left eye and the right 

eye). At both sides, the horizontal integral projection, along the orientation of the 

mouth, is performed to find the local peak for determining the location of the mouth 

corner (Figure 3.20). The example of the estimation of mouth corners is shown in 

Figure 3.21.

mouth

Figure 3.19: Vertical projection for determining the width of a mouth

mouth

Figure 3.20: Horizontal projection for determining the comers of a mouth
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Figure 3.21: Example of the mouth comer estimation

(3) D eterm ination  of closed m outh  and open m outh

Because there are two deformable templates, an open mouth template and a closed 

mouth template, the situation of whether the mouth is open or closed has to be 

determined first. When considering the situation in color space, the lips present a 

distinctive color property from the other areas of the mouth. In a vertical strip cross

ing the center of the mouth, the horizontal integral projection of the Hue component 

appears two peaks in the projection map. The width of the valley of the horizontal 

projection is a rule for discriminating whether the mouth is open or closed. If the 

width of the valley is beyond two pixels, the mouth is assumed to be open, otherwise, 

the mouth is assumed to be closed (see Figure 3.22 ~  3.24). The width of the valley

t P

wfROI

Figure 3.22: Horizontal projection for determining the mouth-closed and mouth-open 

is estimated to be an initial parameter for the open mouth template (i.e., h\ -t- h^).
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The distance between the two most significant opposite gradients of the outside valley 

is estimated as the initial parameter of the lip distance (i.e., h\ +  h%).

Figure 3.23: Example of the integral projection of the hue component for a mouth

Figure 3.24: Example of the horizontal projection of Hue for mouth-closed/open 

(4) D eform able tem pla te  m atching

After it has been determined whether the mouth is open or closed, deformable tem

plate matching can be performed to select the initial parameters from the valley 

position. For instance, the initial parameter for the height of the outside upper lip h\ 

is calculated as the distance from the upper edge of the outside valley to the mouth 

center, while the one for the inside upper lip h\ is the distance from the upper edge of 

the inside valley to the mouth center. The similar situation is done for the estimation 

of the initial parameters /i§ and h\.

In the case of mouth closed, the initial parameter of is estimated as the distance 

from the lower edge of the valley to the mouth center.
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For the template matching in two different situations (i.e., mouth open and mouth 

closed), different cost functions axe proposed to deal with that individually.

•  mouth-open cost function

The first cost function for an open mouth E° is based on the color information of the 

lips, which is defined as follows:

El = *i +  W °mean + kzE°var (3.31)

with E%ue being

Etu, = p q  /  +  jijj- /  « * .(*  )dA (3.32)
Au At

Au and Ai are the axeas inside the parabolas of the upper lip and the lower lip respec

tively; $/,ue(£) is the value of the hue component of the mouth image. Since the lips 

appear more “red” ingredient in the common lighting condition, the hue components 

on the lip regions axe usually in small values.

# m e a n  b e i n g

E mean =  ~ \ m Aa ~  ™ Aa \ ~  \ m A( -  m A o\ +  CAu +  <TAg +  0 A( (3.33)

and E°ar being

E var =  k .4 u  -  *Ao\ +  l ^ o  ~  At \ +  W a , ~  <TAa \ (3.34)

where m A u , m A t, m Ao and o-A u ,( r Ao,crAl axe the means and the variances of the hue 

component of the image in the regions of Au (upper lip), At (lower lip), and Aa (in- 

between the lips) respectively (Figure 3.17). Since the teeth and the rest between the 

lips have very different values in the Y  component but not in the hue component, the 

hue component is used here for evaluation rather than the Y  component. Coefficients 

fc,-, (i =  1,2,3) axe the weighting factors which were set to 1 in the experiments, so
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that the three energy terms are treated equally on their contribution to the calcula

tion of the cost function. The second term E^ ean considers that the regions Au, Ai 

and A0 have different hue values but inside each region there are almost no differences 

of the hue value. The third term E°ar considers that the variance of the camera noise 

is the same in all regions. The deformable template matching in this step is done 

by minimizing the energy E\, the combination of (h°, h.%, /13, h°A) with the minimum 

value of E° is selected as the approximate lip outline parameters of the open mouth.

In order to match the deformable template accurately to the mouth shape, the four 

curves are further timed by minimizing the following edge energy:

*5 =  "  E  j l f  /  *«*■(*>* (3-35)
1=1 P* Bp>

BPi (i=l,2,3,4) are the boundaries of the parabolas and $ edge(x) is the edge magnitude.

• mouth-closed cost fu n c tio n

The cost function for a closed mouth is defined as:

E\ =  *i E\ue + k2E‘mean + k3Ecvar (3.36)

with Echue being

SS™ =  jj n j  *k„,W dA + - ± - J  * » „ (f  )dA (3.37)
Att Af

Au and At are the areas inside the parabolas of upper lip and lower lip respectively;

$/ute(aO is the value of hue component of the mouth image.

Emean b e i° g

Emean =  \m A« ~  m M | +  ^  +  trM (3.38)
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and E$ar being

Eiar =  Wa, -<rAu\ (3.39)

Coefficients A:,- (i=l,2,3) are the weighting factors which are set to 1 in the experiments.

After minimizing the region energy Ef for the closed mouth, the parameters of the 

template are further tuned by minimizing the edge energy, which is similar to the 

case of the open mouth, i.e.,

3 1 t
(3-«)

BPi (i=l,2,3) are the boundaries of the parabolas and $ edse(f) is the edge magnitude.

•  Confidence m easurem ent fo r  the estim ated  mouth param eters

After the lip outline parameters have been estimated, they have to be verified, differ

ent criteria are explored for an open or a closed mouth.

(a) The confidence measurement for open mouth

For an open mouth, the estimated lip parameters must satisfy the following criteria, 

criterion 1:

|A i -ASI< |A5-*4 l  (3-41)

criterion 2:

m Ao < m Au, m Ao < m Al (3.42)

where m Ao, m Au and mAl are the mean values of the inverse-Hue component in the 

regions Aa, A u and Ai respectively.

Criterion 1 denotes that the upper lip can not be thicker than the lower lip, while
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criterion 2  stands for the fact that the “red” component within lip is more “intense” 

them within the region between the lips.

(b) The confidence measurement for closed mouth

For a closed mouth, the estimated lip parameters must satisfy the following criteria, 

criterion 1:

\h \-h '2\< \h c3 - h ‘2\ (3.43)

criterion 2:

\mAu- m Al\ < T  (3.44)

T  is set to 0.5 in the experiment. Criterion 1 denotes that the lower lip is usually 

thicker them the upper lip, while criterion 2  expresses that the component (red) in up

per lip and lower lip is similar enough when the mouth is closed. Note that criterion 

2  might not be suitable to the case of open mouth because of the reflection variation 

of the both lips when the mouth is open. If the estimation values do not pass the 

verification, they are rejected; instead, the matched template in the previous frame 

is used in the current frame.

To track the mouth motion effectively, the height parameters of the mouth in the

previous frame can be used as the initial parameters for the current frame. Some

sample results are shown in Figure 3.25.

3.4.4 D etection  and tracking o f nose shape

The important nose features lie in the shapes of nostril and nose side. The accurate 

shape in the nostril and the nose side can be an important sign composing a facial 

expression, especially when a person is smiling or laughing, the nostril shape and the 

nose side are obviously changed.
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Figure 3.25: Sample frames of the deformable template matching on open/closed 
mouths

Nostril estimation

The nostril has a distinctive darkness from the facial skin. As mentioned in the 

previous section, color-based region growing can roughly detect the position and the 

approximate shape of the nostrils. In order to detect the nostril shape correctly, a 

geometric template is further applied on the nostril region, which is a twisted pair 

curve with a leaf-like shape, as shown in Figure 3.26. The nostril template is defined 

as a part of a twisted pair curve, which is represented in a polar coordinate system,

p2 =  a2cos(s0) (3.45)

The nostril in the right side and the left side of a nose can be represented by the up

right curve and the up-left curve, respectively. Parameter a is the width of a nostril. 

Parameter s controls the shape of the curve, which is a float value in the range of 

[1,10]. The smaller the s value has, the thicker the Ieaf-shape appears. Besides the 

parameters a and s, the orientation of the x axis and the position of the origin o can
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Figure 3.26: Template of nostrils

be adjustable as well. The relationship between (x, y) in Cartesian coordinate system 

and (p,0 ) in polar coordinate system is simply defined as,

x  =  pcos(9) (3.46)

y =  psin(9) (3.47)

From the detection of the nose regions in the previous section using color-based re

gion growing, the initial width of the nostril can be determined by calculating the 

distance between the left-most pixel and the right-most pixel in the nostril region. 

The initial orientation of the nostril can be determined by the eigenvector with the 

largest eigenvalue of the nostril pixel region. The initial shape control parameter s 

is set as the value 2. Note that the two nostrils are assumed to be symmetric with 

respect to the center line of the face, the missed nostril in the previous stage can be 

compensated using the flipping technique.

After the initial parameters are estimated, the deformable template matching can
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be performed, the cost function for energy minimization is defined based on the as

sumption that (1 ) the nostrils have distinctive darkness comparing the skin, and (2 ) 

the luminance gradient has a high value at the border of a nostril. The cost function 

for the right nostril is defined as,

(3.48)

W itt Obmin b e in S

Elumin =  J  $lumin{x)dA (3.49)
Ar

with Efrad being

Egrad ~  ~  | j  ®9rad(x)ds (3.50)
r B r

Ar is the area inside the up-half of the right leaf-shape curve. $fUmm(aO is the value 

of luminance component of the nostril region. $grad(£) is the edge magnitude.

The cost function for the left nostril has the same definition as the one for the right 

nostril, except the left leaf-shape curve is used instead.

During this minimization every parameter of the deformable template (location, ori

entation, width, shape) can be changed.

Nose side estimation

The nose side has an apparent shape, like a vertical parabola. (Assume that the nose

orientation has been normalized into the straight direction which is parallel to the

face center line). A pair of templates of the nose side (both the right side and the left 

side) are defined in Figure 3.27,

X , =  ( A „ (  l - ( : --------V-  r ) 2 ) (3.51)
\n S2 — « » i  I
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Figure 3.27: Template of nose side

(^7ia(l (> i)2) (3.52)
|nj2 — n4l|

The initial corner of the nose side nai has been fixed since the nostril has been 

estimated. The parameter na2 and the width hn3 need to be estimated by minimizing  

the energy, as defined below — the cost function for the right side of a nose:

+  (3.53)

with E?*min being

Elvmin =  — | J  $lumin(x)dA (3.54)
r Ar

with E™ad being

Egrad = ~  | £  | J  $grad{x)ds (3.55)
P B r

Ar is the area inside the parabola, which has bright luminance value $/um,„(f) in the 

nose wing. $ e(f3e(z) is the edge magnitude.

The cost function for the left side of a nose has the same definition as the one for the 

right side. In the course of nose tracking, the obtained parameters of the previous 

frame can be also used as the initial parameters of the nose template in the current 

frame. Some sample frames with the detected nostril and nose sides are shown in 

Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Sample frames of the deformable template matching on nostril and nose 
sides

3.4.5 D etection and tracking o f chin contours

For an automatic analysis of the person’s facial expressions, a more accurate adap

tation of the face model to the chin contours of the individual person is necessary. 

Therefore, the chin contours in the image sequence have to be estimated.

The geometric model of the chin region simply consists of two parabolas (see Fig

ure 3.29). The energy function is relatively simple, as shown,

EM" = h E % Z m + k 2E iZ  (3.56)

First term is based on the assumption that the chin has a symmetric structure with 

respect to face vertical center,

-  [£o -  f l j 2 (3-57)

The second term ECJ ^  is the gradient energy in the chin boundary,

/  W * ) *  -  (3.58)
r  B r B t

The initial endpoints 6 / and br can be determined by the intersection of the facial 

silhouette and the orientation of mouth horizontal, both of which have been estimated 

in the previous section. The chin bottom point a must occur at a certain position

between ai and a-i with respect to the origin mouth center, based on the anatomy of
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Figure 3.29: Deformable template of a chin 

an average face empirically, i.e.,

at =  |cen£erno5e -  centermouth.|/2 +  centermouth (3.59)

0,2 — |cen£ernoae cen£ermoû /,| x 2 -f- centcrmoutk (3.60)

During the energy minimization, only the positions 6 j, br and a are adjustable. Some 

examples to detect the chin contours axe shown in Figure 3.30.

Figure 3.30: Sample frames of the deformable template matching on chin contours
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3.5 Experimental results

As shown before, the deformable template incorporating with color information and 

integral projection detected the facial feature correctly. Facial features axe estimated 

with high accuracy subjectively. To evaluate the algorithms developed, more experi

ments with various color images of different facial video sequences were made.

Similar to most existing work on face feature detection [58, 7], some moderate as

sumptions are imposed in our work, such as:

• The input images axe a sequence of images showing the head and shoulders of a 

person talking in front of a camera. The image data contains color information.

• The motion of the speaker is moderate with respect to the frame rate (and 

image size).

• Certain facial features are always visible. Thus, head rotations that impede 

the visibility of eyes and mouth are excluded. Similarly, the face may not be 

occluded by other objects such as gesticulating hands.

• The head inclination (rotation around the three main axes x, y, z) is less than 

45 degrees.

• The face has no facial hair (like a beard or a moustache), glasses, etc.

We use a camera mounted on an active platform (pan/tilt) to take an active video 

sequence, which shows a talking person with an unconstrained background. The 

camera rotation is less than ±5°. Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show the results of the 

active head detection and the facial feature detection in the sequence “Guan”.

The active tracking with color-based deformable template method produced accurate 

results in shoulder-head silhouette detection and the facial feature shapes estimation.
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The two-step region growing limits the feature search area correctly. In the eye track

ing, the Hough transform coupled with the saturation-based deformable template is 

the first important step to extract the eye shape. The hue information is explored for 

lip shape extraction. The closed-mouth and open-mouth detection gives us sufficient 

accuracy to use the corresponding template to match into the mouth.

The extraction of the chin, nostril and nose side has been attempted as well in this sec

tion. Note that our deformable template matching algorithm only uses several single 

steps to fit the template to the facial features, it avoids the computation complex

ity for the large amount of search of the parameters, and the template shrink problem.

The feature tracking algorithm is also tested on other video sequences (such as Dima, 

Stan, Dana, Xun) with pan and tilt movement of the active platform, and with still 

camera platform (such as Claire, Alau). The performance for detecting the feature 

objects is shown in Table 3.1. The sample frames of the eight video sequences are 

shown in Appendix C. The features of objects are said to be detected correctly if 

the feature points of the corresponding region falls close enough to the manually de

termined points in each frame (i.e., the distance between the detected point and the 

manually picked point should be less than 4 pixels). Table 3.1 indicates for each 

sequence: the number of frames tested, the absolute mean error in the feature regions 

in the regions of eye, eyebrow, nose-side, nostril, mouth and chin. The points picked 

for the performance evaluation are distributed on each feature shape, for example,

• eye: two comers of the eye, a point in the up-most of the eye-lid, and a point 

in the lower-most of the eye-lid are selected;

• mouth: two comers of the mouth, four points along the central vertical line 

across the two lips are selected;
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Figure 3.31: 1st row. Original active video sequence (frame 10, 24, 41); 2nd row. 
Compensated frame differences; 3rd row: Noise remove using morphological filtering 
(kernel =  9 x 9 ) ;  ^ th  row. Consecutive frames fusion; 5th row. Motion areas 
detected by smoothed fusion frames (closing); 6th  row. Contours of motion areas; 
7th row. Detected silhouette of the motion head.
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Figure 3.32: Top: coarse regions detected by color-based two-step region growing; 
Bottom: detected facial features (iris, eye, eyebrow, nostril, nose sides, mouth, and 
chin) on frame 10, 24, 41 of video sequence “Guan”

• eyebrow: two comers of the eyebrow, and the up and lower points across the 

centred eyebrow;

• nostril: a center point, and the left-most and the right-most points;

•  nose-side: two end-points of the nose wing and a middle point of the wing;

• chin: two end-points on the chin which are corresponding to the two comers of 

the mouth, and a pin-point of chin bottom.

The overall performance (measured over all tested frames) gives an indication of the 

capability of the system to detect most feature objects correctly (only 18 frames 

out of 270 frames have an indication that the position errors in mouth, nose-side, 

eyebrow and chin regions are beyond 4 pixels). The reasons for the failure are: (1 ) 

initial template localization is not accurate enough if the head rotation is large (such 

as “Xun” and “Dima”); (2 ) the hue and saturation signals are not strong enough 

in certain imaging condition (such as “Stan”, “Dima” and “Dana”); (3) the size of 

feature area appears small if the image resolution is low, and cannot provide enough 

feature information for the template matching (such as “Claire”). Notice that the
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Sequence
title

Number of 
tested 
frames

Absolute mean deviation 
(in pixels)

eye(l/r) eyebrow(l/r) noseside(l/r) nostril(l/r) mouth chin
Mario 60 1.9/2.0 2.1/1.9 1 .8 / 2 . 0 2.1/1.9 2 . 8 3.0
Guan 30 2 .1 / 1 .8 1 .8 / 1 .8 1.7/1.9 1 .6 / 2 .0 3.0 3.4
Dima 30 3.4/3.8 1 .8 / 1 .4 2 .1 / 2 . 0 1.5/1.9 2.9 3.8
Stan 30 3.3/3.5 2.5/2.2 2.0/1.7 1.9/2.2 4.0 5.1
Dana 30 2.5/3.0 2.3/2.5 2.3/2.7 2 .0 / 1 .8 3.7 3.5
Xun 30 3.2/3.6 3.1/2.9 3.0/2.8 3.0/2.4 2.5 3.2

Claire 30 1.2/1.3 2.4/2.7 2.8/2.3 1.4/1.4 2.9 2.7
Alau 30 1.5/1.4 1.3/2.1 1.4/1.9 1 .8 / 1 .6 2.3 2.3

Total 270 2.4 2 . 1 2 . 1 1.9 2.9 3.3

Table 3.1: Performance evaluation of the detection of facial features in eight video 
sequences. (“1/r” stands for “left/right”). Sample frames of these video sequences 
are shown in Appendix C.

resolution of the video sequences we used in our experiment is higher than 480*480 

pixels, only one exception for video “Claire”, which has small size of 288*360 pixels.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we proposed a new algorithm for tracking a face observed with an 

active camera for an arbitrary background. We also presented a new way to limit 

the region and the initial parameter setting for feature detection, as a remedy for 

the shrinking effect of the deformable template. Experimental results show that this 

approach is feasible in practical applications.

The concept of deformable templates does not encompass a fixed pattern to find 

the shape of an object region (as in pattern-based methods [71]), and, consequently, 

the method is, to some extent, invariant under changing lighting conditions. How

ever, when these changes drastically influence the object region’s image characteristics 

{e.g., when there is an artificial edge in image due to shadowing effects), the shape 

extraction scheme may find an incorrect shape. Hence, more robust methods for face 

tracking and expression detection are needed in future work. Future research should
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m ainly  be directed toward improving the robustness and accuracy of the shape ex

traction scheme. We have the following suggestions to accomplish this:

• Because the image characteristics of the object change when the imaging con

ditions change, it may be necessary to introduce different templates for these 

conditions. This would extend the range of conditions in which the shape ex

traction scheme can be applied successfully. The template which is used in a 

given situation should be predictable on the basis of the information extracted 

from the coarse region.

•  In the current implementation, the shape of a template is sampled according 

to the positions of the sample points in the image (the pixels). More accurate 

parameters may be found when subpixel resolution is used. In this case, the 

boundaries of the template axe no longer sampled according to the pixel raster 

in the image, but axe sampled along these boundaries. The image potentials at 

these points axe then measured by linear interpolation of the measured values 

at the surrounding pixel locations.

• In the current implementation, parabolic boundaxy curve templates axe used for 

feature shape estimation, such as eye contours, lips shape, etc., which mostly 

use three parametric curves with three control points for each boundaxy curve 

(i.e., two endpoints and one middle point). In order to increase the accuracy of 

the template matching, the old template model can be improved by increasing 

the order of each boundary curve, through adding more control points to each 

outline curve. Therefore, for instance, a cubic spline curve, as a new template 

model, can be formed using four control points for each outline curve by adding 

an extra control point to an old parabolic boundaxy curve model.

Indeed, this idea can be extended to a so called “fine-timed template” method, 

which is saying that “the existing template model can always be tuned by adding
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a number of control points to achieve a better model”. However, a higher order 

model is more prone to image noise and it is also computationally expensive. 

Therefore, there is a trade-off between the order (accuracy) of the model, the 

amount of image noise and the speed of the algorithm.
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Chapter 4 

M odel adaptation

An important component in model-based coding is to synthesize the input images 

at the receiver side from geometric descriptions of the objects in the scene, that is 

synthesizing facial movements and expressions at a remote side, using the motion 

parameters detected on an actual facial image and animation on a model of this face. 

The previous chapter described how the information about the shape and position of 

the objects of interest, such as eyes, mouth, nostrils, nose sides, chin, are extracted. In 

this chapter, these 2-D observations are related to a 3-D model in front of the camera. 

By fitting the shape of the individual 3-D model to the observations, a reasonable 

geometric description of the objects of interest in the scene is automatically acquired. 

Although the described method is applicable for arbitrary objects, in this chapter it 

is mainly applied to facial images, because of the supposed importance of the facial 

expression generation and the compression of face-to-face video communication data.

4.1 Overview

To represent a facial expression, several approaches have been proposed relying on 

facial motion analysis and facial expression synthesis [70, 14, 25, 27, 56], the quality 

of the synthesized expression is directly related to the situation of the facial model 

adaptation. The model adaptation problem is decomposed into a global part and a 

local part. The global adaptation should estimate the scale, position and orientation
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of the observed face and fit the model accordingly. The adaptation can be performed 

by am affine transformation which affects all nodes of the model in the same way. After 

the face model has been globally adapted, there will still be a difference between the 

contours of this model and the ones observed in the images (due to individual phys

iognomy). The local adaptation scheme intends to resolve these differences by locally 

deforming the face model. The emphasis, in this chapter, lies on the local adaptation.

Aizawa [3] describes a local adaptation scheme in which only the position of the 

points on the lower half of the face and points lying on the contours of the facial 

features are adapted. The scheme is primarily based on the adaptation of some con

trol points, which are locally matched to measured contours. Thus, when the initial 

difference between the model and the measured contours is large, mismatches may 

occur. Furthermore, the repositionings of the control points on the facial features 

are not propagated to neighboring points, which may result on topologic changes of 

the model when these repositionings are large with respect to the distances between 

these points {e.g., triangles may get overlapped with each other).

Terzopoulos [70] describes a local adaptation scheme in which a dynamic mesh is 

presented for adaptive sampling of an image. The distribution of the mesh follows 

the features of the images; however, it suffers the problem of convergence of the dy

namic mesh. Stability is a major concern of this approach.

In this chapter, we present an approach to adapting the individual model onto the 

facial image using the extracted features and the extended dynamic mesh (called ex

tended adaptive mesh) to compute the deformation of the face in a 3D model. In our 

work, the face model is locally adapted by using information of all facial feature con

tours simultaneously. The matching is performed in coarse-to-fine two steps — coarse 

adaptation and fine adaptation for both feature vertices and non-feature vertices.
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The work described here is supplemental to the MPEG4-SNHC for developing very 

low bit-rate coding systems [73, 61, 13, 8 8 ]. As mentioned before, MPEG4-SNHC 

does not specify the techniques to be used for feature detection and adaptation to 

realize an actual implementation; this allows researchers to investigate alternative 

techniques. The MPEG-4 animation guideline outlines animation of feature points 

and suggests interpolation for non-feature points. We demonstrate that an extended 

adaptive mesh produces much more accurate and realistic animation than existing 

methods [73, 54].

After creating an individualized 3D face model [80] and extracting the feature shapes 

of the face, a new strategy is applied to match the model onto the face image dy

namically in successive frames. First, the model is adjusted by the estimation of the 

scale, orientation and position of the face, which is called global adaptation. Second, 

a local adaptation using an extended adaptive mesh technique is applied, which is 

called coarse-to-fine progressive adaptation based on the mesh energy minimization. 

The detailed algorithm is described in the following sections.

4.2 Global adaptation of the individual facial model

The global adaptation scheme estimates the scale, orientation and position of the ob

served face and adapts the model accordingly. These parameters cam be derived from 

the 3-D positions of a set of of landmark points defined on the face. The positions of 

these landmark points are presumed not to be affected by deformations of the face,

i.e., the facial expressions. Otherwise, it is difficult to decide whether their positions 

are changed by the active expression or by the global adaptation parameters. Six 

landmark points which fulfill this condition are: the four comers of the eyes and the 

two centers of the nostrils, as shown in Figure 4.1. Most existing works use either
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distinctive markers placed on the face to detect the landmark points [2, 27, 56] or 

indicate them manually in the image (at least for the first frame of the image se

quence) [70]. In the previous chapter, we showed how the position of these points can 

be determined automatically.

To estimate the scale, orientation and position of the observed face, first the posi-

Figure 4.1: Landmark points used in the estimation of the scale, orientation and 
position of a motion face for the global adaptation of a model.

tion of the landmark points in the 3-D scene must be derived from their known 2 -D 

positions in the images. By tracking the position of these landmark points through a 

motion sequence, the 3-D motion along with the 3-D locations of those points can be 

recovered, this is a typical problem related to a large body of work called structure 

from motion [29]. Because we assume a talking face has a small motion and rotation 

(in most situations, the rotation is around z axis), we choose for a simple version of 

global adaptation. The global adaptation parameters can be easily determined:

• The rotation around the z axis is determined by the angle between the line 

connecting the left and right eyes, the eye horizontal, and the x axis.

•  The scale in the x and y directions is derived by comparing, respectively, the 

measured eye-to-eye distance and the measured distance between the center of
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the eyes and the center of the nostrils with those distances in the individual 

facial model.

• The scaling in the z direction is assumed to be the mean of the scaling in the x 

and y directions.

• The x and y translations are derived from aligning the center of the eyes in the 

facial model with the center of the measured eye regions.

This method is sufficient to initialize the local adaptation scheme, because we have 

only used frontal view images of a speaker in the current experiments.

4.3 M odel adaptation and animation with extended  
adaptive mesh

After positioning, scaling and rotating the model on the face image for a global adap

tation, a local adaptation on each frame of the image sequence can then be performed 

for an accurate fitting. The local adaptation aims at deforming every node of the fa

cial model onto a correct position of the face image.

To make the adaptation accurate, and the resulted facial animation realistic, we 

apply an extended adaptive mesh approach (i.e., extended dynamic mesh (EDM)), 

instead of the interpolation method [6 ], to animate the face movement. Adaptive mesh 

(i.e., dynamic mesh (DM)) is a well known approach for adaptive sampling of images 

[6 8 , 69] and physically based modeling of non-rigid objects [70, 30]. The results shown 

by previous work [6 8 , 69, 70, 30] demonstrate that this technique has become the ba

sis for many powerful approaches in computer vision and computer graphics. The 

adaptive mesh can be assembled from nodal points connected by adjustable springs. 

The fundamental equation [6 8 ] is a second order differential equation, which can be
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written as:

cP-Xi dxi , .
m'~dF  +  1{~dt +  g* =  % =  ' ' '  ’  ̂ ^

where x,- is the position of node i, mi is a point mass of node i, 7 ,• is the damping 

coefficient dissipating kinetic energy in the mesh through friction, f, is the external 

force acting on node i, g,- is the internal force on node i due to the springs connected 

to neighboring nodes j .

To simulate the dynamics of the deformable mesh, the equations of motion axe numer

ically integrated forwaxd through time until the mesh is nearly stabilized. Although 

a number of numerical methods to solve this equation have been used (e.g., Euler 

method, Runge-Kutta method [57, 70]), stability is still the main concern in achiev

ing a satisfactory solution. For example, when a node moves across an image feature 

boundaxy associated with an abrupt change in its image intensity, the stiffness of 

those springs connecting with the node changes rapidly and results in a possible re

versal of the nodal force, which may lead to perpetual oscillation of the node. In 

this type of situation a new equilibrium state cannot be reached. To make the mesh 

converge to a stable state, m,- and 7 ,• must be carefully chosen. The overdamped 

behavior (i.e., large values of mt- and 7 ,-) will contribute to enhancing the stability of 

the numerical simulation, however it is at the expense of the accuracy of the solution. 

To make the solution more stable and accurate, we extend the conventional dynamic 

mesh method [6 8 ] by introducing a so called “energy-oriented mesh” (EOM) to refine 

adaptive meshes. The major differences between conventional dynamic mesh (DM) 

and the EOM axe: (1 ) EOM makes the mesh movement in the direction of mesh 

energy decrease instead of decreasing the node velocities and accelerations; (2) EOM 

checks the node energy in each motion step without considering the velocity, it is 

independent of the DM and can be the supplemental step to DM for stabilizing mesh 

movements. Therefore, our model adaptation procedure consists of two major steps:
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(1) coarse adaptation, which applies the DM method to make the large movement 

converge quickly to the region of an object; (2 ) fine adaptation, which applies the 

EOM method to finely adjust the mesh obtained after the first step and make the 

adaptation more “tight” and “accurate”.

4.3.1 Principle o f Energy M inimization in Energy Oriented 
Mesh

According to the principle of minimum potential energy, of all possible kinematically 

admissible displacement configurations that an elastic body can take up, the configu

ration which satisfies equilibrium makes the total potential energy assume a minimum 

value [18]. The potential energy stated in the principle of minimum potential energy 

includes the strain energy and the potential energy formed by external forces. In 

our model, there is no external force and all the strain energy is stored as the elastic 

energy in springs. To reach the equilibrium state, the elastic energy in the springs 

has to be minimized by displacing nodes. If we let node i move under a nodal force 

while all the neighboring nodes axe fixed, the node will move in the direction of the 

nodal force because the gradient of total spring energy on node i (£,) is in the same 

direction as the nodal force (g,). This implies that for meshes associated with the 

image observations, if we let nodes move by successive steps based on the principle of 

minimum potential energy, and reduce strain energy at each step, finally we should 

obtain a fine adaptation on this image.

When a spring mesh is not in an equilibrium state, those nodes with non-zero forces 

acting on them tend to move in the direction of the resultant nodal forces. The move

ments of nodes will reduce the energy caused by strain. When a fined equilibrium state 

is reached, no further movements will occur. In order to prevent a node from being 

over-displaced at each step, energy change for each step must be checked to ensure 

that the step has reduced the energy in a non-increasing way along the direction of
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movement.

4.3.2 D etailed Algorithm

In order to synthesize the subtle expressions, all the detailed movement of the adaptive 

model is highly desirable, especially on the expression-sensitive regions (for example, 

eye regions, and mouth regions). Our individualized model has high resolution vertices 

{e.g., 190 vertices for the eye region, 310 vertices for the mouth region). The following 

is the main procedure for the facial model adaptation:

1 . Based on the feature shape detected, the corresponding feature points on the 

template can be determined simply by computing the points on the boundary 

of the paxabola, according to the distribution of the vertices on the model. The 

displacement from the feature vertices on the model to the feature points on 

the face image can be easily derived. The adaptation of these feature vertices 

is carried out directly.

2. To adapt the remaining vertices {i.e., non-feature vertices) onto the face image, 

two steps axe applied: (a) coaxse adaptation (DM method), (b) fine adaptation

(EOM method).

(a) Coarse adap tation :

Solve the dynamic motion equation (4.1) using conventional explicit Euler 

time-integration procedure [57] 1 until the motion parameters (velocity v,- 

and acceleration a,) axe less than a certain threshold.

(4.2)

(4.3)

x ‘+ i ‘ =  x '  +  A iv ; + "t+At (4.4)

lThe procedure of numerical solutions for solving the second order differential equation can be 
found in the site http://www.nT.com/
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where B{ denotes an operator whose role is to enforce boundaxy conditions 

or constraints. Equations (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) are evaluated for all nodes, 

i.e., i =  1 , . . . ,  N ,  and consecutive time steps, i.e., t =  0, A t, 2A t , . . . ,  until 

v,- and a,- are less than a certain threshold.

In our implementation of Equation (4.1) no external force is involved. The 

boundary vertices axe fixed. These include the feature vertices defined on 

the face model and the vertices on the contour of the face. Let node i be 

connected to a set of nodes (as denoted Mi).  The set M,  contains n,- nodes, 

i.e., node i is attached to n, springs. The total internal force acting on 

node i due to these springs’ movement is:

6  =  £  C « ( |M  -  ( i , ) ^  (4.5)
jeMi l|r,jl1

where r,j =  Xj — x,-, Xi and Xj axe the positions of nodes i and j; is the 

natural length of the spring connected from nodes i to j \  ||r,j|| is its actual 

length; and C,j is the stiffness of the spring ij.

Based on the nodal value (i.e., intensity in the nodal position), the springs 

automatically adjust their stiffness so as to distribute meshes in accordance 

with the local complexity of the image. Before calculating the stiffness, we 

apply a Sobel operator to obtain a gradient image, then normalize the in

tensity values of the gradient image within the range of [0,1]. Suppose the 

stiffness of a spring changes linearly, along with the nodal values on the 

normalized gradient image, the calculation is then as follows:

Cy =  - (* 2/  +  A:i ) (4.6)

where fci is the pre-defined minimum stiffness of springs in the mesh; ki +

is the maximum stiffness of springs; and /  is derived from the nodal
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values on the normalized gradient image. Unlike the stiffness calculation 

in [6 8 ], which takes the average of two nodal values on a spring, we apply 

a weighted sum of nodal values as shown in Equation (4.7). This implies 

that the node closer to the feature vertices will contribute more to the 

stiffness.

' - 5 V  +  * T 3 ? '  ( 4 J )

where 5,- and Sj are the nodal values on the normalized gradient image at 

nodes i and j  respectively. dt- (or dj) is the minimum distance from node 

i (or j)  to the nearest vertex in the set of extracted feature vertices.

To obtain the nodal values (S’,-, Sj) ,  we use the conventional finite ele

ment concept to calculate the sub-pixel values in between the neighboring 

pixels. As shown in Figure 4.2, we split the pixel rectangle into two tri

angular elements so that sub-pixels within a certain triangle (a plane) are 

linearly distributed with the same property. The purpose of splitting into 

two triangular elements is to prevent the node movement over-displacing 

in the next fine adaptation process (e.g., jumping across an edge boundary 

in a motion step). Let A denote a pixel at position ( x a ,  i / a )  having value 

I Four neighboring pixels A, B, C, D are split into two triangular ele

ments A ABC  and A BCD. The value of sub-pixel p within A ABC  can

be obtained from Equation (4.8) (see [18]):

/ p =  ajXp +  a2yp +  a3 (4.8)

where

ai =  ( xc  — x b )Ia  +  (x a  — x c ) Ib  +  (x b  — x a ) Ic  (4.9)

a 2 =  (Vb  ~  Vc ) I a  +  (y c  -  PaKb +  (j/a -  JteKc (4.10)
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«3 =  { x b V c  — x c V b ) I a  + { x c V a  —  x a V c ) I b  +  ( x a V b  —  x b V a ) I c  (4.11)

Similar equations can be used if the point p is within A BCD.

B <IB>

D < v v

Figure 4.2: Node displacement within a triangle area in each step: n\: node start 
position; n-i'. node end position; n3: node end position in next step.

(b) Fine adap tation :

After a mesh stabilizes, fine adjustments can be done by EOM method 

for making meshes converge to the image “tightly”. Assuming that the 

image intensity changes continuously over the spatial domain, the grey 

values in between pixels can be obtained from Equation (4.8). The criteria 

of the fine movement of nodes is that only movements that decrease the 

node energy stored in the connected springs are allowed. The nodes energy 

calculation and the nodes motion rules are described below:

• ob tain  node force. Of all the nodes on the mesh, except the bound

ary vertices, find a node with the largest value of the nodal force using 

Equation (4.5), e.g., g,. Within a sub-pixel domain (triangle area), 

search sub-pixels along the direction of the g,- vector in order to find 

one having minimum node energy.

• ob tain  node energy. The strain energy stored in a spring ij  is 

calculated as follows:

EH = c «i(llroll - ^ i ) 2 (4.12)
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Node energy E{ is defined as the summation of the energy stored in ail 

the springs connected to node i, i.e.,

E i =  Y , %  (4.13)
ieMi

• D isplacem ent of a  node. Displacement of a node at a step is along 

the direction of the resultant nodal force. Theoretically, a node should 

move to a new position within the triangle domain where the node en

ergy is a local minimum. To simplify the computation, in the current 

implementation, we calculate the node energy in three positions — 

node start position (e.^., ni), middle position {e.g., p), and node end 

position {e.g., 712). The position with the minimum node energy is the 

new position that the node is allowed to move to. So a displacement 

at a step is only within a triangular area (including the boundary lines 

AC and BC, for example in Figure 4.2 from the node start position 

to the node end position). The maximum displacement of a node in 

one step will not exceed the distance between two adjacent pixels.

The rules for moving a node to a new position follow two conditions:

— Check the node energy at the start position and the end position. 

The energy must decrease; this ensures that the spring system has 

reached a state with less energy.

— To prevent the reversal of nodal force in the new position, the 

inner product of the force vector {Fi) at the node position with 

the force vector (F a#) at the new position must be greater than 

zero; this prevents the oscillating movement of nodes.

If the two conditions above are satisfied, the node is allowed to move 

to the new position. Otherwise, the node stays in its current place, 

and the procedure checks the node with second largest force, repeats
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the above procedure, and continues until no node satisfies the above 

two conditions or the largest nodal force in the mesh is small enough 

(less than a certain threshold). Figure 4.3 shows a flowchart of the 

extended adaptive mesh algorithm in its current implementation.

0mao* with eccracted 
.cure torplaee 3

Obtain gradient image

N orm alization

Boundary vertices fixed 
(feature vertices 
and border vertices)

nodal internal force, 
NwlacdQr, acceleratim, 
displacement

Find a node having the 
1 urgent* nocfril force 
among a ll the nodesx

Qiergy check 
in the directicn 
of the norifal force

(find" a minimum energy] 
with nrrtnl farce J* 
within the crlanqltiTar 
lgub-pixel

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the extended adaptive mesh method.

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Experiment I

To evaluate the algorithms developed, and present the experimental result clearly, we 

take the eye images as an example to show how the coarse-to-fine adaptation works. 

Experiments with various color images of different eyes and eye sequences were made. 

The eye template matched to the iris and the eye lids in one image sequence are 

shown in Figure 4.4. The animated eye sequence (for Figure 4.4 images) after the 

first step (DM) and the second step (EOM) axe shown in Figure 4.5, in which a plane 

mesh is used for testing our extended adaptive mesh algorithm. The overlapped 

results of coarse and fine adaptations axe shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows 

the texture-mapped results using the first frame texture of the original sequence.
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Figure 4.4: Extracted eye templates in an actual sequence of eye images (frame 1, 24, 
6 8 , 169).

The improvement of the adaptation accuracy from coarse adaptation (DM) to fine 

adaptation (EOM) can be clearly seen by comparing the top sequence with the bottom 

sequence in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 (bottom) shows that the synthesized 

eye movements using the extended adaptive mesh are very close to representing the 

original sequence (Figure 4.4).

'. 'I ?11

!  !  uniwnlilimWWv.v.'

v.v\y)u\ m 1!!' i'/1 //I;;;;;:: :
IV.V'AY'U) i un n ; '/ ''/ / / . . ; ; : ;
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Figure 4.5: Eye movement, [top]: coarse adaptation using DM method (mt- =  1.2,7 = 
1.2, ki = 1.0, fc2 =  9.0, threshold of v,- and a,- are 60.0 at the time of stopping adapta
tion). [bottom]: fine adaptation using EOM method (the largest nodal force is 0.05 
when adaptation is stopped).

To apply a real eye model on the eye image, 11 feature vertices are defined for 

each eye, as shown in Figure 4.8. Once the eye lid contour and the iris are detected 

in the image sequence, the corresponding feature points on the template can also be 

determined simply by computing the points on the boundary of the parabola, and by 

using the center of the circle. The real eye model adaptation on the eye sequence is 

shown in Figure 4.9.

Applying the same extended adaptive mesh method, the other regions on the same
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Figure 4.6: Overlapped eye mesh: coarse adaptation (top); fine adaptation (bottom)

Figure 4.7: Synthesized images using the first frame texture: texture-mapped results 
of coarse adaptation mesh (top) and the fine adaptation mesh (bottom).

Figure 4.8: Defined eye feature vertices.

Figure 4.9: Matched and animated 3D eye model
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Synthetic face (SGI man) mean errors (in pixels)
Number tested frames (140) coarse adaptation fine adaptation

eye (1) 3.15 0 . 6 6

eye (r) 2.98 0.61
eyebrow (1) 2.79 0.32
eyebrow (r) 3.04 0.33

nose 3.57 0.77
mouth 3.97 0.83

forehead 4.01 1.03
cheek 4.12 1.06

whole face 3.45 0.70

Table 4.1: Performance evaluation of adaptation errors

set of faces can also be adapted. The theory and implementation behind fitting the 

other regions of movements using the energy minimization of extended dynamic mesh 

are similar to eye tracking and adaptation.

4.4.2 Experiment II

The accuracy of the adapted model is tested by an artificial facial sequence, whose 

adaptation results axe known beforehand. To accomplish this, we first manually fit 

the model to the first frame of a face, and synthesize the subsequent frames by in

voking Action Units — the shape of the facial features (such as eyes, mouth) can be 

controlled. Synthetic images of a person with changed facial expressions were created 

by mapping the texture onto the deformed models. Because the facial features are 

changed by invoking Action Units, the synthetic features corresponding to the fitted 

model axe best matched, and the shape and positions of the vertices on the feature 

regions are also known.

Figure 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 are the artificial test sequence, which shows the defor

mation of the face expressions derived from the initial frame. The adaptation errors 

in positions between the original vertices and the adapted vertices axe listed in Table 

4.1. Observe that the main advantage of our method is the improvement in accuracy
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and quality of the animated mesh from the coarse adaptation to the fine adaptation.

Note that even though the DM method is faster, the mesh is not as accurate as our 

EOM improvement. The EOM improvement is essential to create realistic animation.

Figure 4.10: Original facial image (man from SGI), the individualized model and the 
adaptation result.

Figure 4.11: Synthetic facial expressions (eye regions), frames 1, 10, 24, 36, 45, 70.

Figure 4.12: Synthetic facial expressions (eyes, lips, etc.), frames 80, 85, 90, 120, 130.
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4.4.3 Experiment III

A real video sequence is tested with different expressions, as shown in Figure 4.13 and 

Figure 4.14. From the experimental results, we can see that the algorithm proposed 

here behaves well for adapting various facial expressions.

Our model adaptation algorithm is also tested on other video sequences (named

Figure 4.13: Original video input (Mario: frames 15, 18, 43, 63)

Figure 4.14: Face model adaptation (frames 15, 18, 43, 63)

Dima and Stan) with pan and tilt movement of the active platform. Figure 4.15 

and Figure 4.16 show the final results after the background compensation and model 

adaptation. The results demonstrate the accurate adaptation of our system by per

ceptions.
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Figure 4.15: Model adapting on a video sequence with a pan movement of an active 
platform (Dima: frame 3, 21, 33, size of 480*480 pixels per frame), top row: original 
frames, bottom row: results of model adaptation.

Figure 4.16: Model adapting on a video sequence with a tilt movement of the active 
platform (Stem: frame 17, 28, 39, size of 640*480 pixels per frame), top row: original 
frames, bottom row: results of model adaptation.
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Experimental
Sequences

Computation Time
DM  (sec/frame) EO M  (sec/frame)

Tested Eyes 14.5 25.7
Synthetic Eyes 1 2 .8 23.5
Synthetic Lips 11.9 22.3
Mario Face 32.4 79.7

Table 4.2: Computation time in DM and EOM. (note that above numbers represent 
the average time per frame in the individual sequence)

4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, an energy oriented method is described as an extension to dynamic 

meshes consisting of a network of springs. The proposed method refines the model ad

justment process so as to improve the accuracy of model adaptation and tracking. It 

has also overcome the convergence problem that is commonly encountered in numer

ical solutions to dynamic-motion equations. Experimental results show that realistic 

animations with subtle expressions can be achieved by our system. We expect that 

the algorithms proposed in this chapter will contribute towards future modification 

to MPEG-4(SNHC).

However, the method proposed in this chapter for model adaptation is very time- 

consuming. EOM method takes more computation time than DM method. Table 4.2 

lists the computation time in various experiments when running on a SGI-02 machine. 

Speeding up the process of EOM and DM is highly desired in our future work. In our 

current implementation, the maximum force that satisfies the displacement criteria 

is searched from all the nodes after each movement of a node, which takes significant 

computation time. One alternative is to move a node until the node cannot be moved 

any further, while keeping the neighboring nodes fixed. This change is expected to 

reduce the search time and improve the efficiency of the EOM adaptation process. 

Note that the accuracy of the coarse-to-fine adaptation is at the cost of a higher bit- 

rate, because more motion parameters of vertices need be transmitted as compared to
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the interpolation method. We will investigate developing an efficient parameter com

pression method for non-feature vertices in the future. Another aspect that should be 

noted is that the global adaptation applied here has a strict assumption: the motion 

is almost in 2-D plane, no large motion (e.^., large rotation) is considered. Consid

ering the real situation, a true 3-D global motion parameters should be estimated by 

using more complex techniques, such as structure from motion.
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Chapter 5 

A ctive texture detection, 
com pression and synthesis

In the previous chapters, we discussed the facial features extraction and the facial 

model adaptation for tracking the motion of the face. The objective of the motion 

tracking is to synthesize the facial expressions at the receiver side using these extracted 

animation parameters 1 and the original individual facial model. However, due to the 

limitations of current computer graphics technology, mimicing realistic facial textures, 

such as wrinkles, is very difficult. Facial texture updating and compression are crucial 

in order to achieve realistic facial animation for low bit-rate coding. In this chapter, 

we present an efficient way to update and encode facial textures in model based 

coding. Differing from traditional methods, which update the entire facial texture, 

we propose a partial texture updating method for realistic facial expression synthesis 

with facial wrinkles. First, fiducial points on a face, such as comers of facial organs, 

are estimated. After the model adaptation is performed on a sequence of face images, 

all the face textures are normalized to an initial frame model size. Next, textures of 

interest (TOI), in the potentially expressive wrinkles and mouth-eye texture areas, 

are captured by exploiting the geometric information based on the detected fiducial 

points. Among the TOI, the so-called active textures (AT) or expressive textures

1 animation parameter (also called motion parameter or motion vector), is the trajectory of the 
model vertex from one frame to another frame. Since the model is adapted to the face in each frame, 
the motion vector of each vertex can be easily derived by its positions corresponding to each frame.
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(ET), which axe generated due to acting the different expressions, and which axe used 

later for facial texture updating and synthesis, can be detected by exploring temporal 

correlation information. Finally, the K-L (Karhunen-Loeve) transformation is used 

for the efficient compression of all the active textures. The entire facial texture at the 

current frame is synthesized from the initial frame texture and the decoded active 

textures from the subsequent frames; then a temporal blending technique is used to 

make the results more smooth and realistic. Compared to the entire texture updating 

scheme, partially updating and compressing facial textures significantly reduces the 

computation intensity and bit-rate, while still producing an acceptable visual quality. 

In this chapter, experiments on the video sequences will demonstrate the advantage 

of the proposed algorithm in keeping transmission cost low while producing realistic 

expressions through partial texture update and blending.

5.1 Overview

Keeping high fidelity and reducing the number of bits transmitted are the major 

objectives in realizing low bit rate video coding. Up until now, most work in this 

field has concentrated on facial feature detection, 3D facial model adaptation, and 

motion estimation and tracking [67, 2, 14]; little investigation has been done into 

strategies for facial texture updating and encoding. Accuracy in 3D geometry and 

face texture contribute to the reconstruction of realistic facial expressions. The vivid 

facial textures, such as furrows, which are generated by different expressions, are 

very difficult to capture and model. To create these features using geometric data 

(geometric model) rather them texture data would require an extremely detailed 3D 

capture of the face geometry, and a resulting high polygon count in the 3D model. In 

addition, shading these details properly, if they were represented geometrically, would 

be very difficult since it would require computing shadows and possibly even diffuse 

inter-reflection effects in order to look realistic. The most widely used facial action 

coding system (FACS) [21], the representation of facial motion, has also been shown
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to have difficulty producing a large variety of complicated facial expressions [25]. Due 

to these difficulties in current computer graphics technology, facial texture extraction 

and update axe the best choice for our current application. If facial texture can be 

updated for every frame, the subtle change of facial textures (e.g., facial wrinkles) 

generated by a variety of expressions can be easily captured and compensated for, and 

thus a realistic facial animation result can be achieved. However, the entire texture 

updating using traditional waveform encoding methods (such as JPEG and MPEG) 

[28, 41] is an expensive approach requiring high bandwidth (bit rates). Guenter et al. 

[27] produced a face by capturing six camera views of high resolution, registered video 

images of the face, and by tracking the geometric deformation using colored circular 

paper fiduciais glued on a person’s face. Although the system produced a synthesized 

face of impressive quality, physical dots must be glued on a real face, and a huge 

amount of storage space is required for texture-mapping. Around 200kbits/sec bit 

rate can be achieved while keeping the high quality image, which is, however, not in 

the range of very low bit rate transimission (i.e., less than 64kbits/s) [34, 59, 65]. Tao 

and Huang [67] proposed a piecewise Bezier volume deformation model to track the 

face motion, and impressive results of the synthesized face expressions axe achieved. 

However, only an initial frame texture is used; the realistic texture (e.g., wrinkle) is 

still haxd to synthesize whereas it is desired for a lifelike expression generation.

Strom et al. [62] coded the entire face texture by employing the classical eigenface ap

proach, which requires a large number of faces as a training set to create a set of eigen 

textures beforehand (i.e., working off-line). Even though the image is divided into 

small blocks, the complexity of computation is still a major concern in that scheme. 

In addition, the model adaptation and geometric normalization axe performed man

ually. To achieve a SNR (signal-noise ratio) of 35dB, the bit rate must average over 

200kbit/sec, while very low bit rate video coding requires less than 64kbits/sec. Re

cently, Nishino et al. [51] came up with a similar idea (called eigen texture method)
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to represent and interpolate the object texture in the eigenspace domain, in which an 

image is divided into a number of small triangle patches. However, a sequence of tri

angle patches with 360-degree viewer direction is required for deriving the transform 

matrix using principal component analysis. The heavily computational expense and 

large number of eigen textures storage axe still the main drawbacks. To alleviate the 

computational load, some new approaches which axe less time-consuming have been 

investigated recently. A real-time rendering system using a multi-texture mapping 

method was reported by Kunita et al. [37]. This prototype system can synthesize an 

image at a high spatial sampling density; however, it requires 12 synchronized CCD 

cameras working together to capture textures simultaneously. Conceivably, more bits 

axe needed to encode such a large number of textures.

In this chapter, we propose an efficient method to detect and update the facial tex

tures in active wrinkle areas and mouth-eye axeas, and eventually synthesize the facial 

expressions using these captured textures to achieve a very low bite rate coding (less 

than 40kbit/s). The fiducial point tracking and model adaptation axe performed au

tomatically, as described in the previous chapters.

Psychology reseaxch shows that a significant contribution to a realistic facial ex

pression comes not only from facial organs (i.e., eyes, mouth), but also from facial 

wrinkles generated from the expression (i.e., expressive wrinkles) [22, 53]. The most 

significant wrinkles on a human face are categorized into four types: (1 ) forehead 

wrinkle; (2) glabella wrinkle (in between eyebrows) (3) crows-feet wrinkle (outer cor

ners of eyes), and (4) nasolabial wrinkle (below the cheek, linking nose side and mouth 

corner), as shown in Figure 5.2(a). In this work, instead of updating the entire facial 

texture [62, 49, 27, 56], we update only partial textures, defined in the wrinkle axeas 

and mouth-eye areas, which axe called textures of interest (TOI). Among the TOI, 

only the significant textures which axe generated along with the different expressions
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axe used for image synthesis; they are called active textures (AT). To synthesize a 

realistic face expression, a wireframe model is first adapted onto the face images to 

track the movement of expressions. The TOI is estimated based on the fiducial points 

detected, such as the comers of facial organs, and the geometric information. The 

subsequent facial textures axe normalized to an initial frame model, which is taken 

as a standard size. Before extracting the active textures on the normalized face im

age, the TOI with arbitrary shapes is transformed (normalized) to a rectangle shape. 

Among the normalized TOI, the active textures can be extracted by computing the 

temporal texture correlation between the current frame and the initial frame. The 

active textures axe then coded and transmitted to the other side in order to synthe

size the entire facial texture. The principal component analysis method is applied 

to compress the active textures. To synthesize the facial texture on the receiving 

side, the first frame texture is mapped onto the subsequent deformed frame model, 

then the active textures which have been decoded are added onto the corresponding 

position of the face. A temporal blending technique is used to make the synthesized 

texture appeax more smooth. The system is outlined in Figure 5.1. The animation 

parameters can be compressed by the “PCA+DCT” compression algorithm presented 

by Tao and Huang [6 6 ] in MPEG-4 standard.

The fiducial points estimation, the active texture extraction, compression and syn

thesis will be described in detail in the following sections.

5.2 Fiducial points estimation

In order to obtain the textures of interest, a 3D wireframe face model is first matched 

onto an individual face to track its different facial expressions. The correct estimation 

of the facial fiducial points produces a correct matching of a facial model with the 

face.

The accurate matching of the model leads to an accurate tracking of facial expres-
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Figure 5.1: Flow chaxt of the active texture (AT) detection and synthesis

sions, gives a correct indication of the positions of the fiducial points on the facial 

features, and thus results in a correct selection of textures of interest (e.g., wrinkle 

textures, eye and mouth textures).

5.2.1 Fiducial points

Twenty-seven fiducial points are defined on a human face — located on eyebrows, eye 

corners, nose sides, mouth corners, and hair contour — as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The 

corners of feature regions are the key information provided for forming the geometri

cal areas of the TOIs. For example, the inner comers of eyebrows and eyes axe used 

for determining the location of the glabella region. Nose side is also an important 

geometric feature in our application which aids in locating the nasolabial wrinkle area 

effectively. This feature can be extracted using the template matching method as de

scribed in the previous chapters. The hair boundary, which is adjacent to the facial 

skin, can be estimated using the region growing method based on the distinctive color 

property between the hair and the facial skin so that these two regions can be dis

tinguished. The shape of the eyebrow is determined by integral projection approach, 

which has been described in Chapter 3. After applying the active tracking algorithm
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and color-based deformable template technique, all the feature shapes (such as eye 

and mouth) are extracted, then twenty-seven feature points (corners) distributed on 

the corresponding shapes can be obtained. Figure 5.2(b) illustrates the 27 feature 

points detected on a person’s face. Figure 5.3 shows two adapted models, with a nat

ural expression and a smiling expression, notice that the positions of fiducial points 

axe changed accordingly in the nose side, mouth comer, eye corner, etc.

crowfeet

(a)

Figure 5.2: (from left to right) (a) Feature points defined on a human face; (b) An 
example of feature points extracted on a person’s face; (c) textures of interest; (d) 
Normalization of textures of interest (from left to right, UP: forehead area, glabella 
area, and left-right crowsfeet axea; DOWN: left-right nasolabial area, mouth, and 
left-right eye axeas.

Figure 5.3: Adapted models: frames 1 and 2 1 .

5.3 Active texture detection

After the facial model is fitted onto a face in a video sequence, the facial expressions 

are represented by a series of deformed facial models. As we discussed before, a 

deformed facial model represents only a geometric structure of a facial expression, 

which mainly reflects the expression of the eyes and mouth axeas. This is not enough
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to represent a realistic vivid expression of a face. In order to reconstruct a lifelike 

expression of a face, it is necessary to provide the texture information of the face 

corresponding to the individual expression. The fitted model sketches the accurate 

location of texture areas. Since the size and shape of textures of interest vary with 

different expressions, the adapted facial model must be warped to a standard shape 

and size (i.e., the first frame). A face model consists of a number of triangle elements. 

Figure 5.4 shows the principle of the geometric transformation with a triangle element. 

A pixel k  within a triangle element P is transformed into a new pixel position k' within 

the standard triangle element P', as formulated in Equation 5.1.

k' = T • k (5.1)

where k =  [z^, t/jt, i]T, k' =  [zjt», yv, l]r . The transformation matrix T  is derived from 

the relationship of the two triangle elements, as shown in Equations 5.2 and 5.3.

P = T P

T =  P' P - i

(5.2)

(5.3)

where

” 4 x' 4 " ’  ai bi Cl ‘ ■ Xi x2 £ 3 '

P' = y\ 4 4 ,T  = a 2 62 C2 ,P = yi y2 yz
i 1 l _ 0 0 1 1 1 1 _

(5.4)

Figure 5.5 shows an example of model transformation from kth (k  =  15) frame

Figure 5.4: Texture transformation within a triangle

model to 1st frame model, and the corresponding textures. After the normalization,
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the subsequent faces with different expressions have the same shape, but different 

texture them the first frame.

Since the fiducial points axe extracted in the previous stage, the TOI areas can be 

determined by the geometric relationship of these fiducial points. Figure 5.2(c) shows

l&hfame Adapted model

Figure 5.5: Example of whole face texture transform: from 15th model (texture) to 
1 st frame model (texture).

the textures of interest formed from the fiducial point locations. For example, a fore

head wrinkle axea is a quadrilateral, which is limited to the left-most and right-most 

areas of eyebrows in width, and the bottom-line of hair and top-line of eyebrows in 

height; a glabella wrinkle axea is a block in between the inner eye comers in width, 

and the top-line of eyebrows and a line linking inner comers of eyes in height; a 

crows-feet wrinkle occurs between the outside comer of the eyebrow and top of the 

nose in height, and the outside comer of the eye and the hair contour in width; a 

nasolabial axea is a polygon which is formed by the side of the nose, outside comer of 

the mouth, and outside comer of the eye. To reduce the computation time, the size 

and shape of the extracted textures axe re-normalized to a standard size and shape, 

which is smaller than the actual size, using the geometric transformation method in 

Figure 5.4. Figure 5.2(d) shows the normalized TOI in wrinkle, eyes and mouth axeas.

Although the textures of interest axe extracted in each frame, not all the textures 

extracted contribute to the facial expression synthesis. To represent the facial texture
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efficiently, only the active textures (AT), which axe the typical textures representing 

significant facial expression, need to be transmitted. The active texture detection 

conforms to the following criteria: If we view a specific texture of interest (TOI) 

along consecutive frames — for example, the nasolabial wrinkle texture — each na

solabial wrinkle texture of the successive frame is correlated with the first frame to a 

certain degree. The higher the correlation computed between two nasolabial wrinkle 

textures, the closer their similarity is. In other words, the active wrinkle generated 

from the different expressions can be estimated by a lower correlation between the 

wrinkle of the current frame and the initial first frame. Similarly, the active textures 

in the mouth and eye areas cm  also be estimated using the same principle. The 

correlation coefficient Cw(wto,w tk) of a certain TOI w between the tk frame and t0 

frame is computed as follow:

✓w, , x _  E^ w*owtk) -Gw(to,tk) — . . . . (5.5)
Giv\,to)Gtu\tk)

where Ew() is a mean operation, mw,o, cr£(f0) and m ^ ,  <rh{tk) are the means and 

variances of the normalized TOI at frame £0 and frame £*, respectively. The higher 

the value of Cw(ivto,w tk), the lower the probability of the region being an active area. 

A TOI area showing a large difference from the initial frame (i.e., low correlation 

value) is extracted as an active area. By doing this, a very limited number of active 

textures need updating, thereby reducing the amount of information that needs to be 

transmitted. Figure 5.6 shows the procedure of active texture detection.

initial fram :
(e.g* wrinkle tenures; 
eyes, month textures)

normalization

active textureThresholding correlation value 
(Capturing active textures)

Computing 
texture correlation

kth frame
(cg_ wrlakle texares. 
eyes, month textures)

Figure 5.6: Diagram of active texture (AT) detection
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5.4 Active texture compression

Each active area represents a class of image on a specific region of a face. When 

compressing such a clearly defined class of image (e.g., active wrinkle textures, ac

tive mouth and eyes textures), all-purpose basis functions (such as FFT or DCT) 

are obviously not the best choice. A set of active textures of a person is a class of 

textures with the same statistical property, which in general represents a statistical 

resemblance determined by the action of different facial expressions. For example, 

normally the forehead wrinkle has horizontal folds, the crows-feet wrinkle has smile- 

shape oblique folds, the nasolabial wrinkle has parentheses-shape folds, etc. With 

these specific classes of textures, a transformation associated with a specific statisti

cal property is obviously a good choice, i.e, K-L transformation (principal component 

analysis). The principal component analysis method provides a more efficient and 

adaptive form to represent active textures, and therefore saves more bits while keep

ing the quality reasonable — as compared to DCT-based methods (such as JPEG, 

MPEG). By using this method, the output image can be described by the texture 

bases (called eigen textures). Since we only compute the textures of interest which 

have small areas, the computation load and storage capacity are greatly alleviated. 

This idea is similar to the strategy presented previously by Pentland [55], Strom [62] 

and Nishini [51] in which the whole face image is divided into blocks; however, our 

method has an even lower number of textures to compute.

We have defined nine active texture areas on a face. Suppose each area has M  textures 

as an individual training set. First, the color texture image in RGB pixels with 24-bit 

depth is compressed into YUV format using 4:1:1 subsampling (U = Cr , V =  C&). 

Each texture i in a training set is converted to a vector x,-, with a dimension of 

1 x 1.5iV, by raster scanning the pixel values in each color band, as shown in Equa-
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tion 5.6. N  is the number of pixels in each texture.

X* =  [xtil, — , x iN, x i u . . .  , xi N/4 , xi(1, . . .  , (5*6)

Then, the vectors in each training set forms an individual texture space x,

x =  [ x f ,x ^ , . . . ,x l ,] r  (5.7)

The mean texture of each space is computed from their own training set, i.e., mx = 

£{x}, the average of the texture vectors in texture space x. The transformation from 

a texture space x  into an eigen space y is represented as follows:

yi =  A (x£ -  m x) (5.8)

where A is a matrix whose rows are formed from the eigenvectors of Cx, ordered 

so that the first row of A is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, 

and the last row is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Cx is a 

covariance matrix of the texture space x, which is defined as:

Cx = E{(x -  mx)(x -  m x)T} (5.9)

After the K-L transform is performed, 1.5iV texture bases (eigen textures) are created 

and sorted in decreasing eigenvalue order. In order to reconstruct active texture with 

adequate accuracy, and efficiently compress the data, n texture bases (n «  N) are 

selected to form a transform matrix. The new texture to be encoded is projected onto 

the n texture bases. The active texture is now represented by n K-L coefficients and 

the corresponding set of texture bases. The n K-L coefficients can then be quantized 

to lower bit rates.

Because the transform matrix is derived from the statistical property of the tex

ture, the population of the vectors in the training set directly affects the efficacy of 

the transformation. Increasing the size of the training set would increase the coding
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efficiency and the image quality [62]. Therefore, besides inputting the active textures 

into the training set, we also add their mirror texture into it. For example, the left 

side of the nasolabial wrinkle texture would be more or less similar to the mirrored 

one of the right side, so the mirrored texture of the right side of the nasolabial wrinkle 

can be added to the training set for the left nasolabial wrinkle texture.

With the K-L transformation, the advantage of the partial texture update will be 

demonstrated in the later section with experiments.

5.5 Facial texture synthesis and expression gener
ation

Since the facial texture for each frame is synthesized by the first frame image (for 

example, showing a natural expression), and the corresponding decoded active tex

tures, simply texture-mapping is not good enough on a final appearance, especially 

on the boundary of the wrinkle texture; the sharp brightness transition is obviously 

seen. To overcome this drawback, a temporal blending method is applied to smooth 

the texture boundary, in which the brightness of the active texture is linearly blended 

with the image of the first frame on the boundary. The blending weight is in the 

range between 0  and 1 , the value being a function of the pixel position in the active 

texture. In the large central area of the texture, the weight is set to 1. In the tran

sition area the value decreases from 1 to approaching 0 , as the texture gets closer to 

the boundary. The blended texture value is computed as follows:

6 jt =  (1 — w) • f i  + w • f k (5.10)

=  { (x,y) within a central area;
 ̂ r «) tf* y«> _j_c within transition area.  ̂ ^

where 6 * is the blended value of the kth  frame active texture at the location (x,y).  

f i  and fk are the active texture values in frame 1 and frame Ar, respectively, w is
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the blending weight as depicted in Figure 5.7. (xe, ye) is a variable position on the 

edge (borderline between the central area and the transition area), r  is a factor for 

normalizing the values; here r  is set as \f2xcr. The response of the human visual

iTnnsUca Art*

Active Texture

Figure 5.7: The weight value selection for texture blending

system tends to “overshoot” around the boundary of regions of different intensity. 

The result of this brightness perception is to make axeas of constant intensity appear 

as if they had varying brightness. This is a well known Mach-band effect. To alleviate 

this effect, in the transition area the weight value is determined by the Gaussian 

distribution centered at variable positions of (xe,ye) to make texture fusion smoother 

and the intensity difference around the boundary region smaller. The variance cr and 

constant c are adjustable, and are set here as a — 1.0, c =  0. Moreover, a spatial 

low-pass filter with a template 3*3 is applied to smooth the border. This temporal 

blending plus spatial filtering process results in the two textures being synthesized 

in a visually smoother manner in our experiment. Some examples in close view of 

the blending effect are shown in Fig. 5.8. Figure 5.9 shows the sample results of 2D 

texture synthesis and 3D expression synthesis of whole face on frame 15 and frame 

19.
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Figure 5.8: Close view of texture synthesis, (top) Nasolabial: (original frame25; no 
Blend(B)&:Filter(F); with B&F). (bottom)Forehead: (original frame63; no B&F; with 
B&F).

Figure 5.9: Expression synthesis using partial texture update and blending technique. 
Left two (frame 15 and frame 19): synthesized 2D facial texture using the 1st frame 
texture and the active textures of frame 15 and frame 19, respectively; Right two: 
texture-mapped 3D model using the left synthesized textures on frame 15 and frame 
19.
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5.6 Experim ental results

Video sequences showing the different facial expressions of a person are the input for 

our experiment2. The resolution of each frame is 550 x 700 pixels, the model reso

lution is 2954 vertices. Figure 5.10 (Row 1 ) shows the results of model adaptation 

using the extended dynamic mesh matching algorithm. Row 2 shows the original face 

textures. The results of face image normalization, and extracted textures of interest 

{e.g., wrinkle, eye, mouth) axe shown as polygons in Row 3. Figure 5.10 (Row 4) 

shows the group of textures of interest, which are geometrically normalized into the 

size of 50 x 90 for forehead texture, 30 x 30 for glabella texture, 40 x 40 for both 

left and right crows-feet textures, 80 x 40 for both left and right nasolabial textures, 

50 x 80 for mouth texture, and 40 x 80 for both left and right eye textures.

To detect the active texture among the TOI, the correlation values of the TOI 

between the first frame and the subsequent frames axe computed. The temporal cor

relation of six wrinkle textures and eye-mouth textures are changed along with the 

different expressions; the textures whose correlation values axe below the threshold 

line axe detected as active textures. The threshold for individual texture of interest 

is obtained by the statistical result, in which five sets of video sequences showing a 

person demonstrating different expressions, Eire used as the training set. We choose 

the average correlation value, which indicates the obvious change in the individual 

texture of interest, as a selected threshold for this type of texture. The threshold 

value obtciined is 0.8 (forehead), 0.85 (glabella), 0.7 (crowsfeet), 0.5 (nasolabial), 0.45 

(mouth), and 0.35 (eye). Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show examples of the active texture 

detection, in which an original video showing a person’s different expressions is input 

to our system (as shown on the top row of the figure). The person’s expression changes

2Please see http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~lijun/Demo.html for color demo clips on various parts 
of our implementation [85] [84] [83] [81] [82].
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Figure 5.10: Facial texture synthesis: Rowl: fitted model; Row2: original texture; 
Row3: normalized face texture; Row4: normalized textures of interest; Row5: up
dated textures of interest; Row6: synthesized face; (from left to right: frame 20, 32, 
42, 62 of video Mario).
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in several stages: natural —» eye-closing —> smiling —>• laughing —y back-to-natural —>• 

worried or sad —► surprised. In Chart I, the active texture of the forehead wrinkle is 

captured when the expression goes to "surprise”, and the forehead horizontal-shape 

wrinkle is formed. In Chart II, the active glabella texture (in-between eyebrows) is 

detected when the "worry or sad” expression is demonstrated. In Chart III and IV, 

the curves of the texture correlation in the crowsfeet area (outer comers of eyes) 

and the nasolabial regions go down to the threshold value when the "smiling” and 

"laughing” expressions are shown, the eye-corner wrinkles with smile-shape oblique 

folds and mouth-nose side wrinkles with parentheses-shape folds axe generated. Chart 

V indicates the active mouth textures detected when the mouth is opening to expose 

the teeth. Active eye textures axe estimated by the correlation values lower than the 

threshold in Chart VI. There are three occasions showing the obvious change with 

eye textures, which axe in the stages of “eye closing” , “sad” and “surprised”.

The low temporal correlation value distinguishes the active texture among the 

textures of interest. For example, the wrinkle corresponding to a lower value shows 

an obviously different wrinkle shape than the others. Hence, the correlation method 

performs well in detecting the active texture on an expressive face.

After obtaining the active textures on an individual face, the principal component 

transformation is applied to map the active texture into the eigen space. In our ex

periment, each active axea has 200 textures as training vectors. Because we take into 

account only nine active axeas, and each one has small dimensions, a small number of 

eigen textures is sufficient to describe the principal characteristics of each active tex

ture, and to reconstruct the active texture with adequate fidelity. That is, 25 eigen 

textures (texture bases) are selected for forehead texture, nasolabial texture (both 

left side and right side), mouth texture, and eye texture (left side and right side), 

individually; 1 2  eigen textures axe selected for crowsfeet texture (left and right) and
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Figure 5.11: Chart of temporal correlation of wrinkle textures between the first frame 
(left-most face of the top row) and the subsequent frames. The input video shows a 
person’s face demonstrating different expressions from left to right, i.e., initial natural 
expression, eyes closing, smiling, laughing, worried and sad, surprised
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Figure 5.12: Chart of temporal correlatiou of mouth and eyes textures between the 
first frame and the subsequent frames. The input video shows a person’s face demon
strating different expressions from left to right, i.e., initial natural expression, eyes 
closing, smiling, laughing, worried and sad, surprised

glabella texture, respectively. Thus, if all nine TOI are detected to be active textures 

in a frame (550*700 pixels), only 186 data (= 25 * 6  +  12 * 3) in maximum need to 

be transmitted, each datum can be quantized with 5bits; and the produced data for 

each frame is about 116 bytes, to achieve a SNR of 34.6dB. In the case of a frame 

rate of 30Hz, the bit cost for texture update is about 27kbit/s to the maximum. In 

an actual situation, the texture update does not occur on every TOI, nor on every 

frame. Therefore, the bit cost is much less than the above maximum estimation. If 

the animation parameters and geometric information are counted, the transmission 

rate will increase no more than lOkbit/s when using the “PCA+DCT” compression 

approach [6 6 ]. So, in total, the bit cost would be in a range of less than 40kbit/s. As 

compared with the full face texture update approach [62], (where the data encoded 

for each frame is about 1632 bytes in the case of 600*600 pixels textures, and the 

quantizer with 5 bits per coefficient for yielding a SNR of 35.5 dB, the bit-rate is over 

200kbit/s with 25 frame rate), the computation intensity is greatly reduced and the
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Property Partial texture Whole texture
Quality 34.6dB 35.5dB

Subjective 4/5 (good) not available
Compression <40kbits/sec > 2 0 0 kbits/sec
Computation dimension (<50*90) <600*600

Table 5.1: Comparison of the partial texture update and whole texture update

coding efficiency is obviously improved to a large degree, using our active texture up

date method. The comparison of the coding efficiency, the computation load, and the 

quality evaluation are illustrated in Table 5.1. Notice that a subjective evaluation is 

performed by 25 people, who were asked to do the rating after comparatively looking 

the original video sequences and the synthesized video sequences. The rate is ranked 

from 1 to 5, which corresponds to 1 (bad, totally different), 2 (poor, big different), 3 

(fair, can tell some difference, but acceptable), 4 (good, very subtle different) and 5 

(excellent, no different), respectively. After the test, 19 people rated as ‘4’, 6  people 

rated as ‘5’. To synthesize the realistic facial expression, the decoded textures are 

repaired in the transition border area using the temporal blending technique, and 

finally the textures are mapped onto the individual models in the subsequent frames, 

as shown in Figure 5.10 (row 6 ). In comparison with the original video sequence, the 

recovered images have high visual fidelity, and the SNR (signal-noise ratio) values 

have over 34dB as measured by the ratio of the mean pixel value over the mean error 

value. It is obvious that the resulting synthesis, with texture updating and blending, 

is much better than the one without texture updating and blending (as seen in Figure 

5.13 and Table 5.2 for comparison). Notice in this figure that the third face from the 

left, the one without texture update, does not seem to capture the smiling expression 

as accurately as the rightmost one — the one with texture update and blending. Also, 

patches around the cheeks are evident in the fourth face from the left, the one without 

blending.
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Scheme 
(partial texture)

Subjective 
(Rating)

Objective 
SNR (dB)

No update 2/5 (poor) 25.7 (average)
update/no blending 3/5 (fair) 33.1 (average)

update+blending 4/5 (good) 34.6 (average)

Table 5.2: Comparison of with-or-without texture update and blending

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5.13: (from left to right) (a) Original 1 st frame; (b) Original 15th frame; (c) 
Synthesized face (15th frame) without wrinkle texture update (only 1st frame texture 
used); (d) Synthesized face with wrinkle texture update but no blending of the edges; 
(e) Synthesized face (frame 15) with texture update and texture blending.

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter we proposed a face texture update and compression strategy for model 

based coding. The experimental results show that this strategy, using the partial 

wrinkle texture update method, has certain advantages over the entire texture update 

method; more specifically, the number of coefficients that need to be transmitted is 

reduced significantly from the original 1632 bytes per frame to the present 116 bytes 

per frame. Perceptually, the high fidelity of the image quality is sustained. Notice that 

the temporal correlation method to detect the active texture can be potentially used 

for facial expression recognition. We believe that the different composition of active 

textures in the temporal domain has a certain relationship with representation of 

different expressions. Further investigation into this relationship would be a promising 

direction for facial expression recognition, although this is not the purpose of the work 

presented in this chapter. In the future, a variable resolution model update strategy 

will be investigated to further improve the texture mapping results. To deal with the
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arbitrary pose of head motion, multiple-view active textures detection and synthesis 

are also needed. In a real application, the computation load needs to be further 

reduced so that the system can be implemented in real time.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and future work

3-D model-based image sequence coding is a challenging research area, because it 

combines research efforts in Computer Vision, Image Coding and Computer Graph

ics. In this thesis, 'ssues about realistic facial expression generation from real video 

sequences are addressed. Four major issues axe investigated: 3-D face modeling, face 

feature extraction with active tracking, face model adaptation automatically, and face 

active texture synthesis with wrinkles. Several new approaches are proposed in these 

axeas. The techniques have been applied successfully to each sub-problem, we have 

made the first step toward automatically synthesizing the realistic facial expressions 

through the video sequences. The schemes and algorithms presented here from dif

ferent sub-problems impose fewer restrictions on the application than the methods 

reported in literature. The improvements include the following: no special markers 

on the face are required; active motion of the camera is allowed; there is no restriction 

on the background; and a higher compression ratio is achieved without greater loss 

of fidelity. Note that subtle texture information from the expressive face — such as 

wrinkles — axe first investigated in our thesis. We made an important first step to

ward life-like real facial expression generation. However, our methods still pose some 

limitations for real applications. Following is a discussion of these limitations, as  well 

as suggestions for future work.
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6.1 Limitations o f th is thesis

1. Face modeling limitation

Our face modeling algorithm is working at the set-up stage (i.e., off-line). This 

cannot satisfy the requirements of a real application. An on-line face modeling 

technique needs to be investigated so that the system is less constrained and 

more feasible. One way of resolving this problem would be to use structure 

from motion techniques to extract the 3-D structure of the face using only one 

camera. Another way is to use two or more cameras for an on-line stereo set-up.

2. Rigid motion and orientation

We have not concerned ourselves with large rigid motion (translation and rota

tion) of the head during expression analysis and synthesis. We have constrained 

our study to a talking face with front view in the video sequence. Only minimal 

motion is allowed. This strict assumption is not the case desired for a spon

taneous and dynamic setting, and is not expected in a real conversation. In 

addition to large motions of a head, scaling (i.e., moving towards or away from 

the camera) is also a major concern. Consider that some emotions, such as sur

prise, fear, and laugher, are normally accompanied by a backward and forward 

motion of the head, we need to deal with this type of motion. Therefore, it is 

necessary to address this issue of extracting the large and free global motion 

of the head. An interesting future extension would be the addition of either 

a feature-based or a template-based method to extract such global motions. 

Another way of resolving this problem is to use the simultaneous estimation of 

global rigid motion and local non-rigid motion using an affine model of motion 

and spatial-temporal constraints.

3. Extracting accurate shapes of the object regions

We have applied successfully the concept of deformable templates to extract the
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shapes of the facial feature regions. However, this task becomes increasingly 

difficult when the complexity of the object increases. The decrease in perfor

mance is due either to a difference between the assumed image characteristics 

of the object region and the measured ones, or to the face that neighboring ob

ject regions have similar image characteristics. Changes in scale, rotations, and 

lighting conditions or occlusions may cause a mismatch between the assumed 

image characteristics and the actual ones, and thus influence the performance of 

the shape extraction scheme. Therefore, a more flexible and adaptive template 

needs to be designed so that the multiple templates for one object region or 

a higher order template can be used for improving the performance of feature 

extraction.

4. Real-tim e aspects

When applying the proposed methods within a model-based coding scheme, the 

execution time becomes important. One of our future tasks is to study a more 

efficient method for achieving a fast procedure for model adaptation. Currently 

the two-step model adaptation algorithm is very time-consuming, especially in 

the course of fine-adaptation. One way to resolve this problem would be to 

simplify the model and use the technique of local surface fitting, instead of 

pixel-by-pixel movement. Another way to meet the real-time requirement is to 

parallelize the proposed adaptation methods. There are numerous possibilities 

for parallelization of the problems, e.g., extracting the shape of different object 

regions, calculation of the different energy terms, or updating the equations of 

motion for each nodes. Additional research in this direction should reveal how 

much computation time can be gained by parallelization, and whether real-time 

implementation is conceivable.

5. Realistic texture synthesis

Currently, our texture synthesis technique is based on the video images. The
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textures of interest are extracted, and the transmission of the texture informa

tion is greatly reduced. However, in order to further reduce the bit rates (e.g., 

to less than lOkbits/s), a more complicated physics-based computer graphics 

technique needs to be investigated — in which the environment lighting and the 

physical property of skin texture will be explored for the skin texture synthesis 

with active wrinkles. Moreover, in order to deal with the case of various head 

poses, a multiple-view texture synthesis technique needs be investigated as well.

6. Compressions of animation parameters

In this thesis, the issue of animation parameter compression is not addressed. 

There is some existing work aimed at the facial motion parameters compressions 

for MPEG-4, in which the PCA plus DCT method seems to be the best approach 

to deal with this issue as seen [6 6 , 61]. Our future work in this area will be to 

integrate our system with the existing MPEG-4 algorithm for face animation 

parameter compression, and make our system compatible with the requirements 

of the MPEG4-SNHC specification.

6.2 Directions for Future Work

The technique proposed in this thesis has made a significant step towards an appli

cation of model-based coding in real situations. We have also shown that a number 

of fundamental problems are still unanswered. We believe that the most difficult 

problem is, and will continue to be, the accurate and robust measurement of object 

characteristics from image data mthout imposing restrictions on the object’s appear

ance or on the imaging conditions. Application of this coding principle in a real, 

unrestricted environment is, therefore, expected to be part of our future work. Is

sues, such as the imaging condition, algorithm robustness, realistic synthesis, and 

real-time aspects, will be the major directions for further investigation. Only when 

remarkable breakthroughs have been achieved within the field of Computer Vision and
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Graphics will these coding schemes begin to prove their right to existence. However, 

the proposed techniques can be applied for purposes which reach beyond efficient 

compression, such as computer-based film-making, developing new user interfaces, 

applications in cognitive research, identification systems, and teaching or speech aids.

After decades of effort, facial analysis and synthesis is still a challenging research 

topic. We hope this thesis will provide insight into some parts of the difficult prob

lems.
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Appendix A

Proof o f pin-hole camera m odel o f  
Section 3.2.1

Proof:

As shown in Figure 3.2, assuming perspective projection, the relationships between

points in the image plane and points in 3-D with respect to the camera coordinate

system are:

Z = f j  (A.l)

» = f j  (A.2)

where P(X,Y,Z) is a 3-D location of a point in the camera coordinate system, and 

p(x,y) is its projection on the image plane; / is  the focal length.

Consider a camera rotation around 0  (lens center), a  is a small angle of rotation 

about the pan axis ( Y-axis); 7  is a small angle of rotation about the tilt axis (X- 

axis). A rotation of the camera by R  can be regarded as the rotation of the scene 

in the opposite sense. If the scene is rotated by R rl (R rl =  RT), where T denotes 

transpose, point P = (X ,Y ,Z)  moves to point P' =  (X', Y ',Z'),  as shown in below,

( p y
1

=  Rl
{ P ) T  1 

1
(A.3)
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where RT consists of two rotations, which are pan rotation Ry(ot) and tilt rotation 

**(7), RT =  Ry (<*)Rx (7),

Ry(a)

cos(a) 0  sin(a) 0

0 1 0  0
—sin(a) 0  cos(a) 0

0 0 0 1

(A.4)

Rx(  7) =

1 0  0 0
0  0 0 5 ( 7 )  —s i n ( 7 )  0

0  sin(7 ) cos(j) 0

0 0 0 1

(A.5)

Assuming a small rotational angle between consecutive frames, we use the approxi

mations

then

cos(7 ) as 1 , c o s ( q )  ~  l,sm (7 ) «  7 ,sin(a) ~  a

■ X' ■ X  +  a*yY +  aZ
Y Y - ' y Z
z ' - a X  +  7  Y  + Z

_  1 1

Since the point P' is projected to (x ' ,y )  on the image plane, where

' f X '
x = f Y

(A.6 )

(A.7)

(A.8 )

y = f Y (A.9)

Combining this with (A.7), (A.l) and (A.2), the relationships between (x , y ’) and 

(x,y) can be established by Equation (A.10) and (A .ll).

.x + cryy + a fx = f

y =  /

- a x  +  7 1/ +  /

y - j f
- a x  +  7  y + f

(A.10)

(A .ll)
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Appendix B

P roof o f pan-tilt camera m odel of  
Section 3.2.1

Proof:

In the case of pan/tilt model, the origin of the camera coordinate system is located 

at the lens center, the origin of the device coordinate system is at the device center. 

If we define a reference frame as the intersecting axes of rotation (device Y-axis and 

X-axis), whose origin is located at the device center, any 3D point in the reference 

frame can be expressed as a vector Pr, which has the following relationship with its 

position in the camera frame by a homogeneous transformation Tc,

Pr =  TCPC (B.l)

where Pc is the 3D point in the camera frame, whose origin is located at the lens 

center. Tc is the 4 x 4  transform matrix relating the camera frame to the reference 

frame. For an arbitrary initial tilt angle 0, the camera transformation Tc is

Tc\e =  R x (0 )T e\g=o (B.2 )

where

(B.3)
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0 0 0 1
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Tc | e = o  =

1 0  0  dx  
0  1 0  dY 
0 0 1 dz 
0 0 0 1

(B.4)

The current camera frame, Tc(t), is the result of a pan/tilt rotation (a and 7 ) of the 

previous camera position Tc(t — 1 ),

Tc(t) =  RY(a)Rx {i)Te(t -  1) (B.5)

Any point in the reference frame can be represented in terms of camera frames before 

and after motion, such as

Pr = Tc(t)Pc(t) =  Te(t -  1 )Pc(t -  1 ) (B.6 )

According to the above relationship, the position of a point in one camera frame can 

be derived by its position in the other as:

Pc(t -  1 ) =  Tc(t -  1 r lTc(t)Pe(t) (B.7)

Combine Equation B.5 and B.7, we obtain

Pe(t -  1) =  r c( t)- l f2K(a)f2x (7 )Tc(t)Pc(t) (B.8 )

Assuming a small rotational angle between consecutive frames, we use the approxi

mations

cos(7 ) «  l,cos(a) fa l,s in (7 ) fa 7 ,sin(a) fa a (B.9 )

From above Equation B. 2  to Equation B.9, the relationship between every pixel po

sition in two consecutive images can be derived as follows [46]:

x t +  asin(9)yt + facos(9) +

Xt~l ~  —acos(9)xt +  7 Vt + f  + (B‘10)

f -a s in (9 )x t + yt - f l  + 
y t ~ l  ~  f -acos{9)xt +  7 yt + f  + ( B * U )
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Assuming the depth is large compared to the other parameters, we can neglect the 

last terms of both numerator and denominator and obtain following approximate 

relationship:

_ _  f xt +  a-sin0 yt + /a c o s 0

I - ‘ =  f  —a  cos dxt + 7 yt +  /  ' BJ2)

- a  cos Qxt + ~tyt + f

where /  is the focal length. With knowledge of / ,  initial inclination 0, and pan/tilt 

rotation 7  and a, for every pixel position (xt, yt) in the current image we can calculate 

the position of the corresponding pixel in the previous image.
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Appendix C

Sample frames o f eight video 
sequences o f Table 3.1

Figure C.l: “Mario” (550*700 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape 
detected

Figure C.2 : “Guan” (480*640 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape 
detected
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Figure C.3: “Dima” (480*480 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape 
detected

Figure C.4: “Stan” (480*640 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape de
tected

Figure C.5: “Dana” (480*640 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape 
detected

Figure C.6 : “Xun” (480*640 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape de
tected
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I

Figure C.7: “Claire” (288*360 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape 
detected

Figure C.8 : “Alau” (512*512 pixels), left: original frame; right: feature shape de
tected
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